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Editorial: A Journey of a Thousand
Miles Begins with the First Step

In my last editorial, "A Rose is a Rose is a Rose" ILRTS 33:101 (April
1989)1, I asked, "What's in a name?" After describing the thought and
care expended by the division's board in selecting and placing on the
spring ballot the alternative to "Resources and Technical Services Divi-
sion" they believed to be most appropriate, descriptive, and appealing, I
urged all members to vote-to exercise their right to choose the name by
which their organization would henceforth be known (i.e., until such time
as they see fit to make another choice). The results, announced at the Dal-
las membership meeting in June, wefe to adopt the new name: Association
for Library Collections and Technical Services (ALCTS).

But another question I asked in that April editorial went unanswered:
"How might a new name help us to meet the future?" I have been thinking
about that since the announcement and I have concluded that the name
change is a first step on the path we tread toward the future. And, although
the future remains hidden from us at whatever point we are on the path, we
are drawn to move on, as if on a thousand-mile journey, to meet it.

More important than the changes in the words "Resources" and "Divi-
sion" to "Library Collections" and "Association," I think, is the new
perspective that emanates from a new name. But let's first consider some
of the possibilities relating to the words themselves. The meaning of re-
sources is no longer as clear as it once was, and I see it used now to encom-

If we look at AACR2, we find a distinction made between divisions and
associations. ''Division' ' is a term that, by definition, implies subordina-
tion (p.460) andorganizations bearing this word in their names are entered
subordinately. Associations, on the other hand, have a life of their own,
and may be entered directly under their own names @ .a$) . Far from split-
ting hairs, my desk dictionary defines association as "an organization of

w-ords that convey one's intended meaning accurately and precisely is part
of communicating effectively.
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There is a nice balanie, too, in our new name retaining something tradi-
tional, i.e., the words "Technical Services. " Although I personally prefer

with the future.

book processing. There is a distinct management orientation in the articles
by Walker, Kranrz, and Burdick. Research is emphasized in articles by_
Fiost, and St. Clair and Treadwell, while Bates discusses implications of
enhanced technology. Teaching is the focus of Kovacs' article. Vander-
grift asks us to examine the effects of various technical service practices on
children and young adults-the very people who embody the future. I think
you will find this a challenging groupof articles.-Sheila S. Intner, Editor,
ALCTS member.

Ed. note: In an effort to expedite the publication of articles, Cecilia Picco-
lo's "Resources & Technical Services News" column will appear hence-
forth in the RTSD Newsletter.
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Interaction:
Letters to the Editor

Frorn Crystal Graham, University of California, San Diego:
Just when Michael Gorman thought he had educated North American

catalogers about British geographic names and the corresponding catalog-
ing rules, IRIS has muddied the waters, thanks to a small but crucial edit-
ing error. In "AACR2R: Editor's Perspective" (LRTS 33, no.2 (April
1989), p.185) the sentence "As for places in the British Isles, the addition
has been changed from the name of the country to the name of one of the
constituent parts of the two nations that occupy the British Isles" should
read "As for places in the British lsles, the addition has been changed from
the name of the county to the name of one of the constituent parts of the two
nat ions .  .  .  . "
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because it offers somany opportunities for service to my
librarycolleagues.

"l spent l6 years in an academic library where I experienced firsthand the complexities
of serials management, the challenges of collection development and the great demands
placed on academic librarians At EBSCO I've found a significant way to put that experience
to work for our customers.

"l'm an Account Services Manager, a position that's unique to EBSCO in the serials sub-
scription business. lt's my job to see that you get all the help you need from EBSCO to
manageyourserialsresponsibi l i t ieseffect ively Sol l isten...  Iadvise...  andlsolveproblems.

"Like my counterparts in EBSCO Regional Offices across the country I work with the
other members of your serials support group-the EBSCO Sales Representative, General
Manager and Customer Service Representative-to ensure that the routine aspects of your
subscription program are handled promptly and eff iciently. But I'm also available to help
with the more sophisticated, non-routine needs you might have-like collection develop-
ment reports, budget planning reports, inservice training seminars, reviews of services
provided and of others available through EBSCO ... whatever you r special needs may beJ'

Lee Ketcham, MLS
Account Seruices Manager

At EBSCO, we think librarians deserue qualified personnel who know and understand
the chollenges they face lsn'tthat what you expect from a professional subscription agency?

I nternational Headquarters
P.O. Box 1943 r Birmingham, AL 35201

(2Os)eel.660o

,.
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The Year's Work in
Circulation Control, 1988

Ryoko Toyama

zn
I he number of libraries implementing integrated or linked circulation

systems has increased dramatically in the recent past. Operational relation-
ships between bibliographic and physical access control in such libraries
are much stronger. Sophisticated management reports, generated from the
automated circulation system, provide more information on use, some of
which is useful to collection development operations. In libraries with inte-
grated or linked circulation systems, the circulation staff are more aware
of the operations in other departments.

Working in this type of environment, I became interested in a systematic
literature search in circulation control withthe Library Resources & Tech-
nical Services framework in mind. I wanted to determine the quantity and
contents of the publications and their relevance to current crucial issues
and future studies. With this background, "The Year's Work in Circula-
tion Control,1987" was published last year.' It was derived from a rela-
tively small number of sources when compared to a more defined area such
as subject access. Items cited were mostly brief reports on implementation
of certain systems or procedures, or case studies, and fell into three broad
categories: automated circulation systems, circulation analyses, and
current-awareness issues. The references reflected current trends and in-
terests and provided a basis for determining the need for further studies.
Without a history of systematic literature searches in circulation control in
recent years, however, at the conclusion of the 1987 article I could only
suggest that "periodic surveys of literature on circulation control may be-
come more meaningful in the future. " This follow-up literature search in
circulation control is presented to support this conclusion.

Approximately sixiy English-language journal articles published in
1988 were examined. There was no monograph on the subject. The frnd-
ings were surprisingly similar to those of 1987. There were indications of a
transition from initial installations of automated circulation systems to
more advanced stages, but, in general, the quantity and content of the work
were the same from 1987 to 1988. Since current-awareness issues are
more meaningful within a brief period, conducting literature searches or
analyses every two years seems to be appropriate. Adding the work of

Ryoko Toyama is Head of Access Services, Humanities and History Division, Columbia
Universitv Libraries. New York Citv.
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tions of the library
2. lmpact on the ciiculation unit's working relationship with biblio-

graphic control and collection development
3. imiact on human resource training, required talents, and operational

standards
4. Impact of an increase of publications in nontraditional formats on ac-

"esi 
meanr and speed of delivery (e.g., faxing, scanning, data trans-

mission) and cost to the library and users
5. Development and impact of fee-based services on the library and us-

ers
6. Copyright issues in relation to reserves and nontraditional publica-

brary make them accessible to users?

SuululnY oF THE Lmnurunr IN 1988

Wils on Library Bulletin).
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The Year's Work in
Nonbook Processing, 1988

Nancy B. Olson and Edward Swanson

?n
I he publication of the 1988 revision of the second edition of the Anglo-

American Cataloguing Rules (AACR2RI was the major event of the year
for catalogers. While many of the changes in it had been implemented ear-
lier, the 1988 revision was welcomed by nonbook catalogers, as it recon-
ciled minor inconsistencies between chapters. Some rules (for example,
1.4C8, 1.4D9, and 1.4F9 for the treatment of unpublished items) were
moved into chapter I or expanded there, making them valid for all types of
material. The revision was described in an ALA program in New Orleans,
as reported by Ferguson.

Format integration was a frequent topic of many MARBI meetings dur-
ing the year. Tong reported on these to OLAC members. Weitz provided
revised guidelines on determining what two- and three-dimensional mate-
rials go in each of the MARC format codes for Type and Type Material.
DeCoster reported that these changes, and others from Update 15, were
implemented in April by OCLC. She also reported the issuing to WLN
members of the new data preparation manuals.

Miller studied the problems of subject cataloging of nonbook material
and concluded: "The best solution is a (poly)hierarchically classified list
ofform subject headings; form subject headings are situated at the border
between a$habetical subject cataloging and classification systems."

Olson's Audiovisunl Material Glossary includes definitions of terms for
all types of nonbook materials, many with illustrations. Olson and Swan-
son edited the manuals of the Minnesota AACR2 Trainers into The Com-
plete Cataloging Reference Set, a two-volume work with 707 examples,
each including a copy of the chief source of information and the resulting
bibliographic record. Many also include a worksheet coded and tagged in
the MARC format for OCLC input.

Urbanski's "Question and Answer" column in the OLAC Newsletter
continued to respond to questions about cataloging all types of nonbook
materials.

Colrpurnn Frr,ns
Olson documented the process resulting in the new AACR2R computer

file rules in Cataloging Microcomputer Soft'vtare. The text discusses and

Nancy B. Olson is Professor and Head of Cataloging, Mankato State University, Minne-
sota. Edward Swanson is Principal Cataloger, Minnesota Historical Society, St. Paul.
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MUSTC AND SOI]ND RECORDINGS

major composers.
fhe second edition of Smiraglia's Cataloging Music was reprinted in

1988 with minor corrections. Hdlzberlein prepar-ed a manual on cataloging
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sound recordings that was issued as a monographic supplementto Catalog-
ing & Classification Qunrterly.

llrod suggested using alternate rule 1.4G4 to give original publishing
information and reproduction information in the same area of the biblio-
graphic record for talking books and microforms. He pointed out that brief
displays of information in COM, book, and some online catalogs do not
include information provided only in notes.

Berman prepared and circulated proposals on headings for popular mu-
sic genres. Pietris established a procedure for persons wishing to submit
headings for LCSH.

The Library of Congress announced it had begun "to create cataloging
records for printed music according to minimal level cataloging stan-
dards" ("Minimal, " Jan.). In a later report ("Minimal, " Aug.) data ele-
ments to be included in minimal-level music cataloging were listed. It was
also announced that sound recordings will be included in this activity.

MARC format integration has been followed closely by music cata-
logers, who are informed about this work through regular reports in Music
Cataloging Bulletin.It was explained ("MARC format") as "validating
all fields across all formats. " Meanwhile. an MLA committee continues to
investigate the problems of using the 028 field as an access point
("MLA").

A "compressed audio disk" was produced at the Library of Congress
with thirty-three hours of sound on one side, containing "nearly every spo-
ken word recording manufactured before 1910 in the Library's collec-
tions." The disk is indexed by title, performer, genre, and subject. The
project was undertaken "as part of the Library's commitment to develop
and investigate new preservation techniques and media and to make its vast
collections more accessible through better cataloging and faster re-
trieval. "

FILM AND Vluno

Intner wrote on summary notes for films and videos, giving recommen-
dations and examples along with a rationale for writing them. Her article
included examples from the OCLC database with suggestions for rewrit-
ing each. Maclntyre advocated a book catalog for collections of film and
pleaded for a standardized numbering system for films. Tucker described a
text retrieval system used in a film library in Wales.

The MacArthur Foundation offered videos from PBS to public libraries
for 10 percent of their usual price through the Library Video Classics Proj-
ect. The project was later extended to include financial assistance for li-
braries unable to afford the reduced price. Over 2,000libraries were able
to obtain videos in 1988 through these grants.

An archive of more than 24,000 television scripts is now open for schol-
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arlv research at the University of Pennsylvania. The archive will receive

"ii'"oair-iirii 
l,i'gb;ip" p"t y"ut from the editors of W Guide. The

;;;id;;;;;taioged uy'suu.lict,'and a specialized thesaurus has been de-
veloped.-Sf"ffi" 

reported on a PLA postconference on video in pu-blic libraries'
Til;AG in"fuO"a sessioni on collection development, budgets, mar-

f.Jtittg, 
"itdlation 

and maintenance, and blanket licensing'

Gupnrc MltnnHl lxo
TTTNBN.DTUENSIONAL OBJECTS

CInTOCUPHIC MATERIALS

Perkins and Parry discussed the results of their-survey showing cfang-

ing puti"iri of 1nupuuuiiuUitity and noted the resulting implications for li-

national system.

MrscEr,r.nwrous
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conversion process, rather than after.
Many of the articles cited in this summary discussed archival materials

or archival concerns. Gilmore advocated biUtiograptric descriptions of
multiformat archival materials available online through the library cata-
log, as is done in Honnold Library of the Claremont Colleges.

Evans and Will compiled examples from ten archival repositories using
the MARC format for visual materials including photographs, prints,
moving image materials, architectural drawings, and greeting cards.

Fink reported on school library use of LaserCat, a CD-ROM product of
WLN, commenting: "Why should a school librarian reinvent the wheel,
when other highly qualified professionals have already done the cataloging
for them?"

Kranz identified OCLC records for various types of book and nonbook
curriculum materials and determined the percentage of hits for each type,
as well as the quality of the bibliographic records retrieved. He concluded
that "the catalog records for curriculum materials are sufficiently avail-
able and informationally adequate. "

Morse discussed criteria for withdrawals from a teaching practice col-
lection. Thecriteria include user damage, deterioration, obsolete formats,
poor presentation/content, out-of-date/irrelevant material, presence ofad-
vertising in relation to content, racism/sexism, copyright, and frequency
of use.

Olen studied the international trend toward standardization in cataloging
and methods of information storage and retrieval, considering all types of
material present in school media centers.

PRESERvATION

Preservation of nonbook materials is receiving increasing attention. The
thirtieth Allerton Institute at the Graduate School of Library and Informa-
tion Science at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, was held in
November 1988 on "Conserving and Preserving Materials in Nonbook
Formats" ("Conserving").

Harrison described a meeting of film archive personnel at the Royal Air
Force Museum to "investigate the often conflicting demands of preserva-
tion and access. " The related cataloging seminar considered the problems
of film authorship and publication date. Paron described the work of the
National Center for Film and Video Preservation and the disappearance
and deterioration of film and video materials. Hodges questioned the fu-
ture of 78 rpm sound recordings. Pitman stated that the average lifespan of
a videocassette is about 250 uses and compared this to the number of circu-
lations of many best-sellers in a typical library, as he worked out a plan of
replacement of titles.

Mallinson suggested the top priority for archives: "To accession, to pre-
serve valuable records indefinitely, and to make them available to the pub-
lic. " He went on to discuss the problems of changing technology and its
associated hardware, listing ten different, incompatible videotape for-
mats, each requiring its own playback equipment. Line, however, stated
that "conservation of nonbook materials raises fewer problems, because
the format is rarely important or valuable. "
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damaged from temperature fluctuations.
In discussing preservation of audiovisual materials, Mazikana stated:

"Audiovisual materials in libraries and archives have . . . to a large extent
suffered from both physical and intellectual neglect. " He went on to dis-
cuss problems of developing countries: ' 'Unable even to provide adequate
storage for the conventional library and archive material, it becomes an
even more difficult task to find adequate storage for the audiovisual mate-

and their services . . . [they] must show clearly the disastrous effects aris-
ing from lack of appropriate information in terms of economic and social
developmental goals."
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them. A great deal can be learned about the development of dominant
themes in ttre exploitation by libraries of new information technology.

Crurron ANnvsrs
Citation analysis can reveal patterns in publication that serve as broad

indicators of quality of a subject literature, as well as of trends within a
discipline. It can address questions such as

. How scholarly and how scientific is the literature, as measured by bib-
liometric criteria for publication and research?

o How current is the literature?
o How research-oriented is the literature? (To what extent does the lit-

erature report on or refer to research?)
o How interdisciplinary is the subject literature; and a companion ques_-

tion: How directly related is the cited literature to the subject at hand?
o Who is taking part in the research and writing activity? Is the literature

written by practitioners, educators, or researchers?
o To what extent is the writing and research a collaborative venture?
o Through what publication vehicles (e. g . , journals, report literature) is

the literature made accessible?
o How has the literature been used by other authors in subsequent publi-

cation and research?
Published literature studies in library and information science have iden-

tifred qualitative and quantitative trends in scholarly research and publica-
tions.' Observations were drawn from this research about the maturity of
the discipline and its relative standing among other areas of study. A few
studies focused on the literature of cataloging and classification. This pa-
per will apply the methodology to the literature of online public access cat-
alogs.

METHODOLOGY

The assumption underlying this study is that journal articles are the pri-
mary publication vehicle for disseminating the results of research, and for
communicating views and information in the discipline of library and in-
formation science and in the specific subject area of online public access
catalogs. A sample ofjournal articles was collected for analysis of citations
to the literature.

GarnBnlnc oF THE Seupr-n

Journal articles from January 1980 through April 1985 were included.
1980 was selected as the beginning of the period in which the subject of
online public access catalogs began to make an impact on library practice
and research. It was also in 1980 that minicomputer technology began to
make it possible for libraries other than large research institutions to afford
the hardware necessary for an online public access catalog.'

Manual and online searches of the indexes covering the literature of li-
brary and information science were performed to identiff all English-
language journal articles within this time span that had a primary focus on
online public access catalogs. Excluded were articles primarily addressing
conventional card catalogs, as well as papers on automated cataloging and
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other technical services processing concerns. Articles without references
were noted but not included in the analysis. Also excluded were book re-
views, research notes, letters, opiniori columns, news announcements,
andeditorials. The seventy-fourjournal articles yielded 828 references, or
ll.2 per article. Twenty-three unique journal titles were represented.

Citations appearing within the body of a text but not in footnotes were
included for analysis. Where a single footnote contained more than one

Crr.lnon ANar,ysrs Clrpconms

4. reports of research: description or mention of findings, methodology
5. references to or recommendations of further literature

span ofyears.
In noting authorship affiliation, the first author of a multiauthored work

was coded. Library practitioners were defined as individuals with library
titles, e.g., reference librarian, associate director of public services. Th-e
category of educator consisted of individuals with the rank of assistant

It is generally assumed that cited literature refers to material similar in
subject-to^the citing source article. This assumption forms the underlying
rationale for citation indexes. In this study, thelubject treated by the iited
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literature was assigned to one of five categories: (1) online catalogs, (2)
online library systems (library automation excluding online catalogs), (3)
cataloging and classification outside of automation, (4) other library and
information science areas, and (5) nonlibrary subjects.

It was clear from a reading of related studies that publication formats
may be categorized differently among researchers. In this study, mono-
graphic literature was subdivided into monographs, collections (i.e., Fest-
schrifts, proceedings, and other similar collectively authored works), and
research reports. Unpublished research reports and ERIC documents were
counted separately.

PATTERNS oF UsE oF THE Ctrnn LTTERATLIRE

An examination of the role played by the cited work within the citing
source can serve as an indicator of how writers and researchers make use
oftheir colleagues' scholarship, and how the published literature is used to
continue the knowledge ffain, contributing to the development of further
publications (see table l).

The most frequent use of citations was to refer to research methodology
or findings. Primarily, this use was to describe the findings of a research
study, and less frequently, to describe methodology. An infrequent use
was the comparison of the findings with the citing author's own research,
or the use of the frndings to substantiate the argument of the citing author.
Still less frequently, the citing author took issue with the findings of the
cited work or built on the findings.

Another common use of the cited document was to present viewpoints,
ideas, recommendations or guidelines. Such viewpoints, etc., usually
were merely described and less frequently were used to substantiate the
citing author's own argument. Rarely were viewpoints disputed or built
on.

In one of five of the citations analyzed, the citing author referred the
reader to further literature on the topic. The next most frequent citation
usage was to present a statement of fact. Such uses were somewhat infre-
quent, and most were for the purpose of substantiating the citing author's
argument.

Rarely did the citing authors refer to a description of a library system or
operation. Other infrequent categories of citation use included documenta-
tion of a reference source or system manual, third-hand quotes where the
cited author quotes from a previous work, references to definitions of
terms or concepts, and references made in passing or for stylistic effect.

In large part, the nature of the use to which the citation is put will be
determined by the purpose or scope of the citing article. Therefore the
study analyzed the citing source articles to determine their principal focus.
Presentations of research findings and discussion pieces were equally rep-
resented (29.'l % each). Descriptions of individual library operations were
the principal focus of 21.6% of the articles. Factual information was the
primary purpose of 8.1% of the articles. Some articles were a mixture of
factual description and discussion (8.1 %) or of factual description and re-
search (2.7 Vo).

This study did not examine the use of the professional literature by the
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TABLE 1
PRrrBnNs oF CrrATroN Usece

Content of Cited Work Referred to in Citation

Research methodology/findings
Viewpoint/idea/guideline/model
Related or recommended literature
Factual information

(exclusive of research fi ndings)
Library/information system operation
Reference sources, manuals
Quote from previously cited author
Definition of term
Mention in passing; quote for stylistic effect

Total

266
r69
r66

l l 5
57
27
12
t0
6

828

3 2 . 1 3
20.41
20.05

13.89
6.89
3.26
r.45
1.20
.72

100.00

profession at large, but rather its use by those who themselves are writers
and researchers. In a subject literature written by and for both practitioners
and educators, and with applications for keeping abreast ofcurrent devel-
opments as well as forming the foundation for further research, perceived
uses and needs for research will appear at times to be in conflict. Decisions
as to what types of studies are needed for research, and what types of meth-
odology are most appropriate, will no doubt be related to the use to be
made of the research findings.

Speaking from the perspective of a library administrator and consumer
of research, Hewitt cites the need in the profession for certain kinds of pub-
lications. Among these are literature that "describes, analyzes, and evalu-
ates particular systems, procedures, organaational structures, and poli-
cies in use in other libraries." He notes that case studv research. or the
"how we do it good" paper, is frequently spurned by iesearchers, (i.e.,
library school faculty), but can be valuable to the practicing librarian be-
cause it allows comparisons with and measurements of the effectiveness of
the practitioner's own operations, as well as offering insight and informa-
tion regarding techniques to be emulated or avoided.'

AUTHORSHIP ATTILIATIoN

practitioner. However, since research and publications are expected from
faculty members to a greater extent, one anticipates that the representation
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of faculty members will be greater in the published literature in proportion
to their numbers. These assumptions are supported by the findings of this
and other authorship studies.

In this study, professional affiliations were noted for each cited author
and were ascertained from information given in the cited article. In the
case of multiple authors, data was taken for the one first listed. Affiliation
data was noted only for professionals in library and information science-
related fields. Thus, faculty and practitioners outside of library-related
fields were not counted. The categories noted were librarian, educator,
student, researcher, and vendor. As noted earlier, the category of re-
searcher included professional consultants and officers in professional or-
ganizations, and applied to different environments-libraries, schools,
utilities-if the primary responsibility involved research.

Of the total number of library-related professionals tabulated, nearly
half were librarians, slightly more than one in four were researchers, and
about one in five were educators (see table2). Those remaining were ven-
dors and students. Practitioners are predominant as authors of publica-
tions, but at the same time library educators made a strong showing in light
of their much smaller proportional representation (there are approximately
twentv-one academic librarians for every one librarv science faculty mem-
ber;.'bf intqrest, too, is the notable prei"n"e of fuil+ime research-ers and
consultants and the indication oftheir role in publication in an area that can
be said to represent a "research front.'o

A cross-tabulation of the data by authorship affiliation and content cate-
gory reveals that the nature of the authorship varies with the nature of the
content cited. Overall, practicihg librarians were predominant among au-
thors of cited publications, ranging from 40 to 49.4% of the total of
library-related authors. But in those cases where the cited works docu-
mented library operations, the percentage increased to 92.9Vo. Predict-
ably, then, librarians are more likely to be the authors of works describing
library operations. Another predictable finding in this regard is that re-
searchers constituted a proportionately higher percentage of authors in
cited works describing research.

In the source articles as well, practicing librarian authors predominated:
affiliation of cited authors showed the expected majority of librarians
(68.9Vo), with 13.5% educators and an equal percentage of researchers;
students constituted 4.1%.

TABLE2
CHARACTERISfiCS OF CTrEo WONKS SY PROTESSIONAL AFFILIATION*

% of Library-Related
Professionals

Librarian
Educator
Student
Researcher
Vendor

Total

251
l l 8

7
155
13

54

46.14
2r .69

1.29
28.49
2.39

100.00
*For authors in library-related professions.
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Related research reveals similar findings. Olsgaard and Olsgaard's
study analyzed authorship data for five major library science journals for a
ten-year period. While four of the five journals examined had " a substan-
tial number of articles by practicing librarians, ' ' the researchers found that
in all cases, "library science faculty carried a much higher percentage of
publication than their population would indicate." Interesting, too, was
the finding that there was a "significantly large number of authors who do
not work in academia or any type of library setting. "'Similarly, Watson's
study found that "the most productive class of authors is that of academic
librarians followed by library science faculty, " and remarked on the num-
ber of nonacademic or nonlibrary-affiliated authors, "personnel from
'other library-affiliated organizations,' the staff of library networks, con-
sortia, and bibliographic utilities. "'These studies analyzedcharacteristics
of contributing authors rather than citations generated from the published
literature. While this approach differs, the results are worth relating, since
characteristics of both citing and cited literature can give insights into pat-
terns of scholarly writing and research in the subject discipline.

Schrader was less impressed by the representation of faculty members in
his study of the Journal of Education for Librarianship, and it is not sur-
prising that seven out of ten first authors in his study were educators. How-
ever, Schrader concluded that "the presence ofsuch a considerable pro-
portion ofpractitioners raises the question ofwhether or not the educators
are intellectual masters in their own domain. ""

Acnor Crtno LrrnnlruRB
Analyzing cited literature by date of publication provides an indication

as to whether a field is static or dynamic in its use of previous research.
Several citation studies of librarianship have examined the published liter-
ature with a view toward the importance of recent versus older research,
and most of the findings relate the field's predominant use of current mate-
rials; this study proved to be no exception.

It would be expected that citations in a quickly changing field such as
online catalogs would be very current in nature, and this was in fact the
case (see table 3). Two-thirds of materials cited were published between
1980 and 1985 (the study was conducted in early 1985), while 86.7 percent
were published between 1977 and 1985. The oldest citation dated from
1876.

The date distribution of the source articles was as follows: 6 articles
were published in 1985, 18 articles in 1984, 30 in 1983, 13 in 1982,4 in
1981, and 3 in 1980.

Broken down by citation usage patterns, the results showed that the cate-
gories of publications with the most recent literature were those describing
library operations, documenting research, and referring the reader to fur-
ther literature. About 60 % of the above-mentioned categories had publica-
tion dates between 1981 and 1984, as compared with about 47% of the
other two categories.

Other studies of the literature of librarv and information science also
point to currency in cited materials. Frohmann's datafor the literature of
cataloging and classification indicated a high use of recent materials, with
a median age of four years. To him, this suggested " a dy namic rather than
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TABLE 3
AcEoFCneoWonxs

% of Dated Works

1983-(early) 1985
t98t-1982
r979-1980
1977-1978
r975-1976
r973-r974
r97r-1972
1969-1970
1958-1968
1937-1957
1876-1936

Total
Undated
Forthcoming work

t7l
29r
148
78
l 3

I

30
24
13
l4
5

794

21.54
36.65
18.64
9.82
l . &
.88

3.78
3.02
1.64
1.76
.63

100.00
2 l
1 3

static discipline . . . [^which] keeps abreast of problems and issues arising
from recent material.'

Sellen's study of research in academic librarianship also showed that the
time lag between cited publications and the research reported was only
three or four years. In addition, these findings suggested that this currency
extended not only to journal literature but to monographs as well, with a
relatively small time lag between periodical literature and monographic
literature; this is of particular interest, since journal literature is usually
associated with more current materials than are monographic items.'o
Peritz, who dichotomized citations in her study into "those that are at least
seven years old and those that are more recent," found that only 25% of
the citations were seven or more vears old.'

Like Frohmann, Schrader concluded that the importance of recent mate-
rials is a "positive sign of good scholarship." Half of all citations in his
study were to works less than five years old, and over 70% were to works
less than ten years old. In contrast to Sellen, he noted that5O% of journal
citations were four years or less i^. ug", while the corresponding proportion
of cited monographs was34%.''

LaBorie and Halperin's study analyzd citations in library science doc-
toral dissertations between 1969 and 1972. Not surprisingly, they found
sharp differences between dissertations on historical subjects and those
dealing with automation, with the former exhibiting citation patterns simi-
lar to the humanities, in contrast to the latter, which more closely resem-
bled citation patterns in the pure sciences. The remaining dissertations
were found to have "patterns of citation usage characteristic of the social
sciences." Thus, "researchers preparing liistorical dissertations cite a
very high percentage (79.6%) of materials over 2O y ears old. . . [whereas]
dissertations on automation cite primary materials published within the
past five years (68.2%\.""

Punr,rcnrroN FoRMAT
In analyses of publication formats of a subject literature, it is frequently
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TABLE4
CHeMcrsRlsncs op CrrBD WoRKs BY PI.IBLICATIoN Fonuer

Journal article
Collection
Monograph
Research report
In-house document
ERIC document
Dissertation, paper prepared by student
Government document
Private communication
Unpublished paper
Catalog, code/standard, manual
Miscellaneous : review,

forthcoming work
Total

340
l16
90

t6l
29
t4

J

4
t4
35
20

41.06
14.01
10.87
19.4
3.50
r.69
.36
.48

r.69
4.23
2.42

.24
99.99

alleged that a predominance of journal literature suggests that the disci-
pline is more scholarly, since journal articles are more likely to be referce.d
(see table 4). (Humanists might take issue with this assumption!)

In this analysis of citations, journal articles constituted the major publi-
cation format (4I.ta/o). Research reports were nearly one in fle (I9.4%).
Since, as noted earlier, this category was defined as any document labeled
"report," it included both published and unpublished materials. Peritz,
whose study revealed a 13% rate for reports, conjectured that a relatively
high proportion of references to reports was "due to the fact that a large
number of worthwhile studies never reach final publication. Alternatively,
it could be the result of an 'immediacy' effect; perhaps many studies are
cited before they progress from the refuort stage to final publication."'o

Monographs were divided into treatises (10.9%) and collections
brought together under editorial supervision (L4.0%) including confer-
ence proceedings. Other categories constituted smaller percentages, i.e.,
below 5% for each (seetable4).

A cross-analysis of the data indicated that some patterns of publication
format may be determined in patt by the content or purpose of the cited
work. The largest Wtcentage of research reports occurred in citations re-
ferring to research. In contrast, less than 2% of citations referring to li-
brary operations were in this format. In between were citations document-
ing factual information, citations referring to further literature, and
citations referring to a viewpoint.

The data also suggest that libraries are more likely to disseminate infor-
mation about their own operations through less formal vehicles of publica-
tion. It was in this citation category that unpublished papers, private com-
munications, and ERIC documents occurred most frequently.

Monographs were more frequent in works giving factual information
and references to further literature. Collections appeared more frequently
in descriptions of viewpoints and references to further literature.

The overall distribution ofjournal and monographic literature is consis-
tent with the findings of other studies. Frohmann's interpretation of his

2
828
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findings reflects the criteria by which "scientific" and "scholarly" traits
of a literature are sometimes measured. In his view, "the proportion of

Still, in evaluating the literature of an emerging technology and "re-
search front, " it becomes evident that we do a disservice by measuring the

journal literature indicates scholarliness.''
In three other studies, the balance ofjournal and monographic literature

differs from that of the frndings just discussed. Sellen's analysis of articles
appearing in two academic library journals showed a much higher reprQ;
sentation of periodical articles (56To) and also of monographs (38Vo)."
Mittermeyer and Houser's study of the literature of library administration
reveale^d "apredominance of monographs over any other form of publica-
tion. "'u They concluded that "this argues for an older kind of knowledge
base than a normal social science which depends on journals and report
literature." LaBorie and Halperin's study of citationi i+ library science
dissertations also found a predominance of monographs." These findings,
published in 1976, also show the difference that a decade or so has made in
the literature of library and information science. Contrary to expectation,
dissertations on the subject of automation cited twice as many monographs
as journals. In commenting on the relatively high number of citations to
reports, conference proceedings, and "fugitive" literature, LaBorie and
Halperin suggest that information science, "as an emerging field, [may
havel too few journals to absorb the number of publishable papers pre-
sented at conferences. "'

SusJEcr

An examination of the subject of cited works is useful in addressing two
questions: (1) how closely related in subject content are the cited works
and the articles that document them? and(2) How much of an interdiscipli-
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nary approach is present in the subject literature?
When the citations were analyzed by subject categories, online catalogs

were the majority, constituting almost half of the subject content of the
cited references, while the next largest category was that of nonautomated
aspects of cataloging and classification. Other automation topics were
10.6% of ttre sample, while other library and information science topics
werc 4.7 %; nonlibrary subjects, such as computer science and higher edu-
cation, accounted for 14.4Vo . From this it can be seen that the literature on
online public access catalogs will provide a likely source to citations im-
mediately related to this subject area at least half the time (see table 5).

Analyzed by patterns of citation usage, the findings show that in two-
thirds of the works documenting research, the subject was online catalogs.
In works referring to further literature, slightly less than half deal with on-
line catalogs, while a third of the works describing viewpoints are on this
subject, and about a fourth of the works providing factual information.

The subject of "other online systems" was more frequently the focus in
cited works describing library systems (3I.6Vo), as compared with half or
less of this percentage for works referring to further literature, describing
a viewpoint, or giving factual information. Works describing research had
the lowest percentage in this subject category.

About one in three cited works giving factual information or document-
ing viewpoints dealt with other aspects of cataloging and classification,
while about one in five cited works describing research were on this sub-
ject, and only one in twenty works describing library systems fell in this
category.

A look at other analyses of cited references by subject indicates the
growing representation of automation-related literature. LaBorie and
Halperin's study revealed relatively little interest in both technical proc-
esses and automation, leading the authors to conclude that "automation
and its impacton libraries have as yet received little attention from doctoral
candidates."'" However, Nour analyzed research articles published in
core library journals of 1980 and observed "an almost three-fold increase
in articles on automation and a decline in emphasis on history. "'''

Another point of interest in analyzing the subject content of cited articles
is the extent to which a subject literature is self-contained or draws upon
other disciplines, or is "interdisciplinary. " In this study, 85.67o of the ci-
tations were to works in library and information science, matching
Frohmann's findines of 87 .2% foi the literature of cataloeine and classifi
cation.'u In PeritZ' study, the percentage was 78%:" iaBorie and
Halperin's study revealed that citations were also primarily to materials
within the discipline, with over half of the references to library and infor-
mation science.2s Frohmann sees the small proportion of citations to fields
other than librarv information science as "evidence of some consensus in
the field."2n Some, however, might view the results more negatively as
evidence of a Iack of interdisciplinary focus.

AUTHORSHIP RESPONSIBILITY PATTERNS

Collaborative research ventures are often viewed as a sign of maturity in
a discipline aspiring to be scientific. The nature of authorship, whether sin-
gle, collaborative, or corporate, is another indicator ofthe scholarliness of
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TABLE 5
Cu,qRlcrerusrrcs oF CITED WoRKS BY SuBJEcr

Online catalogs
Online library systems
Other library and information

sclence
Catalogs, cataloging,

classification (manual)
Nonlibrary

Total

381
88

39

46.01
10.63

4.71

24.28
14.37

100.00

20r
rt9
828

a discipline. This criterion for scholarliness, too, seems to be derived from
the model of the scientific disciplines.

From the results of this and other studies. it is clear that, for authors of

while jointly published articles were 29.87o .
Frohmann found single authors oulpumbered multiple authors by more

than three to one (7 2. 5 % v s. 22. I Vo)." Bottle and Efthimiadis mention that

NUMBEROF REFERENCES

ature is not very scholarly. " Their study revealed that almost a third of the
papers in information science had no references, and that half of them had
bnly four references at the most, whereas two-thirds had eight or fewer
ref6rences.tt

Peritz discovered that the proportion of research papers with no refer-
ences declined over her study pe.ioO from42% in tg50 to 16% in 1975.'u
Nour's data support Peritz' ionclusion that the mean and median numbers
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of references of research articles in librarianship literature are increas-
ing."

While no analysis was made of the number of references of the cited arti-
cles in this study, the source articles were analyzed. Of the total 105 arti-
cles found on the subject of online catalogs, 70.5% contained references,
whlle 29 .5Vo had none. Of the articles with references, 56.8% contained
between one to ten references,25.77o contained eleven to twenty, and
l7 .6Vo contained twenty-onb or more.

Suruvrany AND CoNcLUSIoNS

A discipline is considered scholarly ifthere are high percentages ofcita-
tions to journal literature, to recent publications, and to works on the sub-
ject of the citing article. Measured by such criteria, the literature of online
public access catalogs shows evidence of a scholarly or scientific thrust.
Journals were the primary publication vehicle. There was a high percent-
age of recent materials: of these articles, published between 1980 and early
1985, 7 6.3 % had citations to works published between 197 9 to 1985. To a
high degree, the literature of this topic is self-contained. About half of the
citations refer to works directly related to the topic at hand, i.e., online
public access catalogs, and about 7O% are on some aspect of catalogs.
Only l4Vo refer to nonlibrary topics.

Additional findings of this study suggest criteria that might be useful as
indicators of a research emphasis in a subject literature. One indicator of a
research thrust was seen in the active role of researchers and educators as
authors of professionalliterutwe. These two groups were represented in
percentages disproportionate to their numbers: 28% of the cited works
were authored by researchers and consultants. while2l .7 Vo were authored
by faculty members. Notable also was the strong representation of re-
search reports (197o), which may be considered a sign of interest in re-
search developments. Also indicative of the research thrust of the litera-
ture was the finding that about one in three citations referred to some aspect
of research, such as documenting methodology or findings.

Many of the findings of this study were consistent with those of previous
analyses of the literature of library and information science. Since the
study covered the four years in which the subject of online public access
catalogs made its initial impact on the professional literature, further re-
search on this topic would be useful to identiff continuing and diverging
trends.
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Writing Technical Specifications
for Database Authorization

Jack Kranz

Librariqns with minimal loiwledge of library systems applications are
finding themselves faced with the task of writing technical specifications
for vaious phnses of OPAC or COM catalog procurement and irnple-
mentation. Guidance in the preparation of these technical speciJications
and assistance informulating requirements to be incfuded in a library's
invintion for bid for authority control services qre offired.

r
lncreasingly, librarians with little or no background or experience in li-
brary systems applications are finding themselves involved in theplanning
and implementation of an online public access catalog (OPAC). Among
the many activities associated with the transition from the card to online
catalog, and one thatjustifiably raises concern, is the need to conceptualize
and write technical specifications for the authorization of the bibliographic
database preparatory to catalog implementation:

This paper focuses on considerations, decision-making, and the resul-
tant technical specifications contained in an invitation for bid for database
authorization and production of name and subject authority records from
the OCLC MARC bibliographic files held by the University Libraries at
California State University, Northridge (CSLiN). A review of the library
literature reveals that while a number of articles and a few books have been
written on general authority control concepts and practices, and on auto-
mated authority control in relation to online public access catalogs, none
explore considerations associated with writing technical specifications re-
quired for vendor-facilitated OPAC authority control.'

The following commentary addresses my experiences writing technical
specifications for the retrospective authorization of OCLC-MARC biblio-
graphic files. This activity is a mandatory precursor to OPAC loading and
indexing. The importance of database authorization cannot be overstated
as it results in the replacement of variant forms of headings (perhaps more
easily retrievable in a browsable card catalog) with heading forms that
must be correct to be retrieved in a less forgiving online cataTog where
what you search is what you get.

Preparatory to the procurement of a turnkey online public access catalog

Jack Kranz is Librarian, Catalog and Bibliography Units, Library Systems Group, and Cat-
alog Unit Head, California State University, Northridge, California.
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and circulation system, the Universit
thority control vendor for the retros
sonal, corporate, conference, and ge<
in title and name/title form), and sut
bibliographic file containing approxi
ditionally, LC-based and local authority records for these headings were to
be provided for loading into the OPAC authority control subsystem. Provi-
sion of authorized headings and authority records would meet the basic
functional requirements of the libraries' authority control project. To at-
tain this goal it was necessary to prepare precise specifications for the au-
thority control vendor to follow.

Identification of the basic authority control specifications to be included
in an invitation for bid was facilitated by reviewing information contained
in vendors' "packaged" authority control services documentation. Using
this information, and following discussion with the libraries' systems ana-
lyst, a first draft of the libraries' Specificationfor Production of Name and
Subject Authority Recordsfrom OCLC MARC Bibliographic Files was pre-
pared. The document was organized as outlined below:

Project scope
File processing prior to validation

Normalization of bibliographic headings
Validation/Replacement

Validation maffix (first pass)
Validation matrix (second pass)

Unvalidated headings
Local authority file
Duplicate records report
File formats

Input files
Output files

Product delivery schedule
Statistics and reports
Test file

Each of the document sections contained detailed specifications repre-
senting mandatory requirements of the authority control vendor. The fol-
lowing discussion focuses on considerations associated with each section
that may serve as a basis for reflection, and ultimately the design and exe-
cution of similar authorization projects.

PROJECT SCOPN

Theprimarypurpose of the authorizationproject was to provide olmgg-
netic tipe, il bcLC-vtARC communicationi format, CSUN's biblio-
graphic records containing authorized headings for personal, .corporate,
conlerence, geographic names, uniform titles, series, and subjects in the
field sequenCe found on the original tapes sent to the vendor. Authorized
headingi are understood to mean headings in current AACM ot AACR2-
compatible form. The headings were to be validated against current LC-
based name and subject authority files.
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Ftr,E PROCESSING IT,IOR TO VALDATION

use of an OCLC record were deleted from our OCLC-MARC tapes prior
to shipment of the files to the vendor. The vendor was instructed not to
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process any duplicate records, should any be found, and to provide a report
listing them' 

vg,mlrroN/REpLAcEMENT

subj ect subdivision abbreviations, authority control vendors' proposals
contained documentation ranging from essentially prose descripions of
the validation matrices used to the inclusion of actual matrices of varied
complexity. One vendor included a relatively detailed first-pass validation
matrix in its ''over the counter" authority control documentation as well as
an abbreviated second-pass matrix. These served as the basis for the ma-
trices contained in the libraries' technical specifications.

ord.
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The first- and second-pass validation matrices developed for inclusion in
the libraries' authority control specifications are included in the accompa-
nying appendix.

Urwn,marreu IIEADINGS

Following validation against the fust- and second-pass matrices, the
vendor was required to manually review the remaining unmatched head-
ings. The manual review process was for the purpose of correcting mis-
spellings, typographical errors, taggmg and subfield errors, and convert-
ing direct geographic subdivisions to indirect form. Following manual
review, the corrected bibliographic headings were revalidated against the
first-pass validation matrix, and if still unmatched, against the second-pass
matrix.

LocAL Aurnonrry Frr,n
The vendor was requested to provide an authority record for each biblio-

graphic heading (name, uniforrr title, series, and subject) which matched
an authority record heading. "Skeletal" authority records for all un-
matched bibliographic headings remaining after the validation process
were also to be provided.

All LC-based authority records were to contain the Library of Congress
control number assigned by LC as well as a vendor-supplied unique con-
trol number. "Skeletal" authority records were to contain a vendor-
supplied unique control number.

MIscBu,InnoUS CoNSIDERATIoNS

An approximate unique (deduplicated) logical record count and charac-
teristics of the OCLC-MARC input files were provided to the vendor. The
CSUN libraries' tapes are not obtained directly from OCLC's tape sub-
scription service; they are received and reprocessed by the California State
University chancellor's office. Therefore it was necessary to notify the
vendor of any characteristics that differed from tape specifications con-
tained inthe OCLC/MARC Tape Formaf including the machine on which
tapes were produced, code, record type, maximum record size, blocking,
and logical records structure.

File shipment dates to the vendor and vendor final delivery dates of the
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authorized tapes were specified in the invitation for bid.
The vendor was requested to provide listings of unprocessed duplicate

bibliographic records and "skeletal" authority records created from un-
matched bibliographic headings.

As the final specification, it was required that prior to the authorization
of our bibliographic files and authority record production, the libraries
would provide the vendor with a test file of 200 bibliographic records to be

ate the authorization of uniform titles.

TEST trILE ITESULTS
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IN RETROSPECT

REFERENcFS Ann Norns

l. Dan Miler, "Authodty Control in the Retrospective Conversion Process," Informa-
tion Technology and Libraries 3:286-92 (Sept. 1984). Miller writes on normalization
and error correction practices used by the Blackwell North America authority control
system. He focuses on these processes with reference to errors commonly found in sub-
ject heading fields. His article is the only one found that indirectlv relates to writineto writingject heading fields. His article is the only one found that indirectly
technical specifications for the purpose of achievine vendor-facilitate

2.
J .

technical specifications for the purpose ofachieving vendor-facilitated database author-
ity control.
OCLC-MARCOCLC-MARCTape Format (Dublin, Ohio: OCLC, 1984).
At the time of writing, statistics relevant to the vendor's authorization of the libraries'
entire OCLC-MARC bibliographic file and production of LC-based and local authorityentire OCLC-MARC bibliographic file and production of LC-based and local authority
records were unavailable. Review of the results of the vendor's processing of the test
tape (inctuding additional samples of printouts resulting from ongoing file processing)
and regular contact with the vendor indicated that atl authorization aciivities wer€ Dro-and regular contact with the vdndor iniJicated that atl aithorizatio; wefe pro-
ceeding according to the specifications described herein.

Apprxox A. FRsr-PAss MATRTX

Bib tag and subfieUs

100 a,q,b,c,d,k,t,n,p,L
I l0 a,b,c,d,k,1,n,p,L
I t I a,q,b,c,d,e,k,t,n,p,L,s
130 a,t,n,p,L,k,s,d,m,o,r

Authority ng
r@,400
110,410,151,451
trl,4t1
130,430
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240 Iftag lxx occurs in
same record, associate
wittr tag 240 and validate
a,n,p,L,kns,d,m,o,r
agauNt

400 a,q,b,c,d,k,t,n,p,L
410 a,b,n,d,c,k,t,p,L

4ll a,q,n,d,c,e,k,t,L
444 a,n,p,
600 a,q,b,c,d,k,t,n,p,L,m,o,r,s
610 a,b,n,d,c,k,t,p,L,m,o,r,s
611 a,q,b,n,d,c,e,k,t,p,L,s,x,y
630 a,t,n,p,L,k,m,o,r,s,d,x,y
650 a,b,x,y,z
651 a,b,x,y,z
700 a,q,b,c,d,k,t,n,p,L,m,o,r,s
710 a,b,n,d,c,k,t,p,L,m,o,r,s
7ll a,q,b,n,d,c,k,t,p,L,s
73O a,t,n,p,L,k,m,o,r,s
800 a,q,b,c,d,k,t,n,p,L,m,o,r,s,d
810 a,b,n,d,c,k,t,p,L,M,o,r,s

811 a,q,b,n,d,c,e,k,t,p,L,s
830 a,t,n,p,L,k,moo,r,s,d
840 a

100,400,
I 10, 410,
1 1 1 , 4 1 1
with subfield $t

100,400
110,410, 130
430, 151
ttt,4ll
130,430
100, 400
1 1 0 , 4 1 0
lrt,4tr
130,430
150, 450
l5l, 451, I 10, 410
100, 400
110,410, l5l ,45l
rtl,4rr
130,430
r00,400
110,410, 130,
430, r5r
1 1 1 , 4 1 1
r30,430
r30,430

SecoNo-Pess MATRD(

Bib tag

r00,400, 700, 800
110 ,410 ,710 ,810
1 1 1 , 4 1 1 , 7 1 1 , 8 l l
130, 430,730,830
650
65r

Subfields to be validated

a,q,b,c,d
a and all occurrences ofb
a,q,e
a,d,p,n,m,r
a
a



The small customer. The small customer
at Ba.llen.

With some booksellers, a small customer doesn't rate quite the consideration
that a large customer might. But at Ballen, the single book customer receives
the same service and services that a thousand book customer does.

Which means no matter what size your library, you can expect to have
your very own customer service representative to help answer all your
questions. And your very own shelf reserved in our warehouse to guard
against shipment and inventory mix-ups.

It also means access to our online, interactive BallenNet systen for
order entry and current status. The ability to reach a Ballen company officer
just by picking up the phone. And an ongoing evaluation of library needs so
rigoruus, it's $ven us the industry's lowest overall return rate - less thanl%.

All of which we provide with the understanding that what are small
fish today, might one day be big ones.

For information or our new
brochure, call (800)645-5237.

125 Ricefield Lane, ilauppauge, I.,lewYork 1f88
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Science Citation Index Data as a
Safety Net for Basic Science Books
Considered for Weeding

Amrita J. Burdick

Older basic science books thatfailed to meet other citeriafor collection
retention were checked in Science Citation Index. Citations per book var-
ied from 2M references to none , with the more heavily cited worl<s even-
tually retained. Wile a manual search of three years of the printed Sci-
ence Citation Index proved highly feasible and reliable , use of the online
versionfor this purpose is awkward. Book titles are not given on the on-
line version, reducing its reliability for weeding decisions.

l-t

Jcience Citation Indexcanbeuseful in collection decisions for basic sc!
ence books. This paper describes a study conducted using a population of
basic science books from an academic health sciences library collection.
All the books in the studv were more than ten years old and failed to meet
other criteria for reteltion in the collection.

[rrsoRErrcAl, BACKGROUND

Citation indexes are based on the theory that authors citing the same pa-
per have a subject relationship. The citation index thus includes references
tojournal articles and books, arranged alphabetically by author.'Indexes
such as Science Citation Index consist of three main sections: a section list-
ing current references to journal articles, a keyword index based on title
words, and a citation index. The citation index is compiled from the bibli-
ographies of the papers indexed for the current year.2

Science Citation Indexhas been used for decisions regardingjournal col-
lections.''o Studies on book collections have generalty rElie0 oriother crite-
ria. These criteria have included past usage ind age of the materials.'Con-
sideration has also been given to qualitative worth, but physical condition
was considered an ineffective criterion, as poor condition might only indi
cate heavy use of the material."

The only two reports located in the literature that considered use of a
citation index in book collection development differed in their views of the
feasibility of the process. Also, both of these studies considered arts and

Amrita J. Burdick is Assistant Chief Health Sciences Librarian, University of Missouri-
Kansas City.
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humanities literature rather than that of science, the area evaluated in this

CaSB SIUPY BACKGROI.JI\D

The collection under study was overcrowded and weedilg was impera-
tive. A combination of fact-ors made it desirable for the librarians them-

sity's program.
LiUiariins were asked to evaluate the items considered for weeding, but

Tnn Popur,ATroN

weeding. This formed the basis of the current study.
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Sr,MCrrrNC TIIE PRINTED IWONX

The seventy-nine books to be considered for weeding after all previous
criteria were met were checked in Science Citation Index for 1985, 1984,

Of the seventy-nine books checked in the three volumes of cited refer-
ences. ten had more than 20 references for the three years. The number of

more recent editions were not owned by the library. One book had 180
references to a later edition and the other had 33 references. Due to the
limited acquisitions budget and emphasis on clinical literature, it was un-
likely that ihey would be replaced by newer editions. Both of these items
were retained.

Another book was a reprint of an earlier edition. In such cases the refer-
ences in the index were carefully checked under both the original copyright
date and the reprint date to be sure that all the cited references were consid-
ered. In this case there were 55 references to the book under the original
copyright date. This item too was retained. Thirteen of the original
seventy-nine books were retained on the basis of their cited references in
Science Citation Index. A few additional items were retained even though
they had fewer references, at the librarians' discretion. Although some ti-
tles were retained solely on the basis of the number of citations in Science
Citation Index, some room was also allowed for subjective judgment. The
pockets of the retained books were marked and a record was made of all
iitles, their postings, and their status. A check to determine actual circula-
tion of the retained items will be done in approximately one year. Due to
the small size of the remaining population, this will be done informally.

SNANCHTNC THE ONLINE INDEX
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unless the surname is unusual.
The "expand" command looked useful as a means of identifying ngi

ations in citation format but turned out to have limited usefulness. The
command did retrieve counts of cited references and was useful in identify-

TABLE I
Ctreo RprgnENcES oN Dreloc vIA AN ExpnNo CouueNo

66
Ref. Index-term

El I CR=VERNON LP, L965,V109,P92
E2 I CR:VERNON LP,1965,V4O,P1269
E3 7 CR:VERNON LP,1966*
EA I CR=VERNON LP, 1966,P5691
E5 I CR:VERNON LP,1966,V19,P102

Et2
(Some references eliminated here to simplify display)

26 CR=VERNON LP, 1969, VM,PI6/.5

*The reference entered always appears in the third position.

tNoi"ttrat another reference io a'bbok gives a page number. Because it has a comma this

book reference would not be retrieved 6y a dirbci search using the commands with and

without the ending comma-

TABLE 2
Dnnrct Seencg CoMMANDS FoR ONLINE Scmncr CrrarroN INoex

(coPR. ISI INC. 1987)
SEEFILES 87,94&186

Set Description

?s cr:vernon Ip,1966? not cr:vernon tp, 1966?
11 CR:VERNON LP, 1966?
4 CR:VERNON LP,1966,?

51 7 CR:VERNON LP,1966? NOT CR:VERNON LP, t966,?

?s cr:vernon l,1966? not cr:vernonI, 1966,?
0 CR:VERNON L, 1966?
0 CR:VERNON L,1966,?

52 0 CR:VERNON L,1966? NOT CR:VERNON L, 1966,?

?logoff
26Aug87 @:O2:31User -
$2.60 0.017 Hrs File 34
50.18 Telenet
$2.78 Estimated cost this file
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TABLE 3
CNEP R TENENCES IN THE PRINTBO VERSION OF SCITIVCT CN,qNON IUOBX

VERNON L
80 GUIDELINES OCCUPATIO

MC LAURIN SE PHYSTHER & 674 84
VERNON LP

52 ARCH BIOCHEM BIOPHYS 36 383

66 CHLOROPHYLLS*
BARBER J
JOHANSSO SA
SMITH KM

66 CHLOROPHYLLS 569
IKEGAMI I

BARAKAT MF
(Some entries deleted here to condense example)

MICROCHEM J 29 81 84

SYM SOC EXP R
FETSEIANS 86
J CHROMAT 281

BIOC BTOP A 7& 70 84

19 83
3MU
209 83

*The book references begin here. Note the brief identification given of which book was
cited.

(References from Science Citation Index, 1984)

ing variations in cited references. Unfortunately, the cited references for
auihors with two initials and with one initial often were far enough apart to
require two expand commands. Although the expand command g?v9 au-
thors and years for cited references, it did not give abbreviated book titles,
as did the printed index.

Book title abbreviations were not included in the online database. This
made it impossible to identify a specific publication definitely- Although
many authors publish only one book in a given year, more prolific authors'
publications aie combined online into one entry in which it is impossible to
histinguish which work is being cited. This riray occasionally falsely in-
flate figures for a specific item.

Dialog is planning to add brief titles of monographs to cited works in .SCl
online. This will be implemented in the next reload of the database. Infor-
matio^n necessary to identiff a specific title should soon be available on-
line. 

' '

Fnar, CoNsrupnl'rroNs
This study must be considered a pre-experimental design. The populg-

tion was veiy small and further experimentation in a controlled setting is
desirable. This study seems to indicate that cited references to monographs
vary widely in number in Science Citation Index. Since previous studies
indicated that citation indexes show correlation with research use, it is
likely that they could be useful tools in evaluating library research collec-
tions.'o

Some warnings are in order. Science Citation Index should not be used
as the sole criteiion. Limitations indicated by Hall for use of citation in-
dexes for evaluating journals also pertain to decisions about books. "The
studies are based on research use . . . the needs ofgraduate and undergrad-
uate studgnts and nonpublishing users of the collection may-,be over-
looked. " '' The material cited may reflect "materials readily available . . .
and many useful items may be ignored . . . items less likely to be avail-
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able, such as foreign journals, will be underrepresented."16 This caveat
would also be applicable to book citations. Classic books, like classic arti-

count. Within these constraints Science Citation Index canprovide useful
information.

In the interim, Science Citation Index citation frequency can be used to
supplement other measures such as faculty input and frequency of use. Al-
though it cannot be used to predict actual level of use of material in a spe-
cific library, it does indicate the number of times other researchers in the
sciences cite materials. This gives a less parochial perspective to long-
range decisions for collection development in research libraries.
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Non-Tax Sources of
Revenue for Public Libraries
By Mary Jo Lynch, Director, ALA Olfice for Research

User charges; fines, contracts, and salcs; and fundraising and financial development are potential
sources of non-hx rcvenue for public libraries. In fall 1987 ALA surveyed a narionwide sample
ofpublic libraries of all sizes to find out if ttrey received any revenue from these sources and how
much money was involved.

Tables andfigures show thepercentage ofrespondents receiving revenue from specific sources, the
dollar amount of revenue received, and the percenuge of operating expenditures represented by
non-tax revenue. The text comments on the findings and includes an annorated bibliography.

The survey was conducted by the Mary Jo Lynch, Director, ALA Office for Research, with help
from an Advisory Committee from the Public Library Association and the Library Administration
and Management Association. Financial suppoft was provided by The H.W. Wilson Foundation.

42p. 1988 ISBN 0-8389-7253-5 $3.00pbk.
ALA Publishing Services, 50 East Huron St., Chicago' IL 60611
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An Educational Challenge:
Teaching Cataloging
and Classification

Beatrice Kovacs

In recent years articles have appeared in the literature on the changing
role of the cataloger, and complaints have arisen about the comprehen-
siveness ofcataloging and classification courses offered in graduate li-
brary schools. This paper discusses the challenges of offering such
courses and in presenting all the necessary informntion in introductory
cataloging and classification courses for M.L.S. students.

Beatrice Kovacs is Assistant Professor in the Department of Library and Information Stud-
ies at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro.
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tional opportunities for students in M.L.S. programs, there are a number
of challenges the teacher must face.

Trrn CrrAl,r,ENGE OF PNBJUUTCN AGAINST CITIT,OCTNC

is epitomized by.changes that catalogers have engineered, responded to,
and embraced.""

training, this is a difficult task.
Each semester many students enter the introductory class harboring the

suspicion that it will be dull, trivial, and packed with detail that they will
never use. It is evident on their faces. When I state that some of them will

roommate (a non-library student) how to descriptively catalog a box of Fig
Newtons in their grocery bag!

Tun CH,q,LLENGE oF AppnopnrlrE, UP-TO-DATE TRATNING

It is true that without an appropriate and current collection, a library can-
not provide the service required by its community. It is also true that the
mosl wonderful collection is useless without a method of identifying the
materials contained within it.

In providing service to patrons, all types of information, including infor-
mation about ihe collections, must be available. The catalog and the shelf

fashion.
Recently complaints have appeared in the literature that cataloging

courses taken by graduates offer little practical, useful information and
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course? This is a difficult task.

TID CHALLENGEFORA SMALL FACULTY

though students have requested them.
Tlie introductory surv-ey course must provide as much information as

possible. firis meins cursory examination 9! all the aspects of cataloging
and classification, without in-depth study. What are some of the aspects
that need to be covered?

THE CHALLENGE OF DESCRIPUVE CATALOGING

Of the fifteen weeks allotted to the cataloging course, four are spent de-
veloping and exploring student understanding ofdescription ofall types of
material-s, including b-ooks, serials, and a variety of media and realia. In
student evaluationsbf the course, there have been comments that there was
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TIIN CrrEr,rENGE OF STTSJECT
C,lral,ocrNc AND Cr-lssmtcartoN

The essentials of subject cataloging and classification must also be cov-
ered during these fifteen weeks, since this is the only course on these topics
in the course calendar.

Students should be aware ofhow these thesauri are created, how they are

ject heading authority list it uses.
Subject classification must also be covered in the introductory course.

Students should understand the structure and uses ofclassification in the
library setting. They should understand the value of the various schemes
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Tnn Cnu,mNGE oF AutourarroN

TTrn Vlr.uo oF CATALoGING AI\D Cr,IssrrrcIrroN
INI.oRMATIoN To NoNCATALoGERS

arranged and described. In fact, all personnel should have some introduc-
tion to the arrangement of the collections and how the information about
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those collections is designed for their Patrons.
Coxcr,usrox

Through education, students discover options. Providing appropriate
information about collections can be a challenge. To wade through all the
alternatives to find that combination of information and access points that
leads a patron to a specific item can be a treasure hunt. The treasure is the
gratified [brary patron. The treasure is also the efficient use of the materi-

awakened.

teachers?

fashion.

RETERENCESAND NOTFS

A briefsurvey ofcourse offerings at accredited library schools ttrat pertain^to catalog-
ing and classification was conducted by Walter M. High in September 1986. The au-
thor participated in the survey.
ttre frltSprcCS Task Force bn Education and Recruifnent for Cataloging review of
cataloging course offerings in accredited master's programs occurred during April
1986.

cataloging education, 1986.
Toni CarSo Bearman, ed. , "Educating the Future Information Professional," Library
Hi Tech 5:Tl -4O (Summer 1987).

l .

2.

3 .

4 .

5 .

6.
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40. Examples of thesauri used for subject
cal Subject Headings (MeSH) devblor

tision, Library ofCongress Subjea Head-
of Congress, 1989).

llwuprED ur urEJaull us(iu rof suolccl cauuoglng ln
cal Subject Headings (MeSH) devbloped by-thjNa
appear annualfy in the first issue of Index Medicus.;, and the Subj ea Headings for Engi-

, , neeing (SIIEI used in Engineering Index.
41. Jensen, "Problems," p.439.

One ALANET subscription = a whole reference library!

with one firll-service subscription to ALANET, you have access to more than
800 bibliographic, direcrory, and full-text databases in every field of study.
ALANET's "Gateway" connection to EasyNetsMputs you and your patrons in
touch with the worlds of education, government, business, medicine, social
issues, technology and information science. It's easy and it's economical!

For more information, contact Rob Carlson, ALANET System Manager,
at ALANET 4l:ALA0006 or at 1-800-545-2433 (inlllinois. _2444:
in Canada,-2455).

ALANET
American Library Association I 50 East Huron Street I Chicago, IL 6Cf,1l
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Science and TechnologY
Approval Plans Compared

Gloriana St. Clair and Jane Treadwell

This study comparedthe performanc
dors with that of nan sci/tech special
tles thnt matched a library profile. Nt
number of titles supplied. Coverag,
overall coverage. Commercial publi
universiry presses and societies' Difl
cover sci/tech subject areas persist.

al
Dtudies have shown that the Prima
science and technology (sci/tech) is
Nevertheless, academic libraries mut

l(MVl) and Major Vendor 2(MV2),
specialty vendors, called Specialty !
2(SV2), in supplying sci/tech books r
profile.

LrrnnltuRr REvIEw

In an article addressing the ideal characteristics of a bibliographel,^Ry-
land makes the offhand iemark that the sciences should be excluded from
approval plans for obvious reasons.' Ryland fails to state reasons, how-
ever.

The literature on approval plans is extensive, but relatively few articles
address the performance of afproval plans for sci/tech collections. The fo-
cus has been on the overall adv-antages and disadvantages ofapprorral plans
as a selection method. Based on an analysis of circulation records, Evans

acknowledged.
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and Argyres conclude that approval plans are least satisfoctory for the sci-
ences. Their analysis reveals a significantly greater use ofscience books
selectedby librarians than ofthose received on approval.'

In a paper written in the mid-1970s, DeVilbiss compared approval plan
receipts with firm order receipts for the biological sciences and concludes
that "the biological sciences approval program failed to bring in titles
which could reasonably have been expected as approval receipts, but
caused the acquisition of titles which were never requested by faculty or
librarians. "' This conclusion supports the work of Evans and Argyres.

One exception to the generally negative opinion of approval plans for
sci/tech is supplied in an earlier study undertaken at Texas A&M Univer-
sity. Hodge says that "the approval plans appear to be supplying automati-
cally a large portion of the more academically-oriented, higtrer quality
books of the major sci-tech publishers in a timely manner. "' However,
even this study cautions that certain subject areas (manufacturing, agricul-
ture, and geosciences) should be carefully monitored.

Many studies comparetheperformance of firm-ordervendors in supply-
ing the same or similar titles,"but very few reports attempt to compare the
performance of approval vendors. Librarians are cautioned not to choose
an approval vendor on an impressionistic basis and are provided with ex-
tensive documentation on what to look for in an approval vendor. Never-
theless, it seemed almost impossible to compare approval vendors on a
real-time basis. Two studies that attempt reql-time comparisons are Greg-
or and Fraser,t and Grant and Pererm'juter.' Gregor and Fraser compare
three vendors supplying three different subjects, but during the same time-
frame. Grant and Perelmuter compared vendor performance in supplying
the same books (university press) over a four-month period. Where Grant
and Perelmuter look at speed, bibliographic accuracy, and discounts, we

dors, we got more or less the same titles.

Tnn horrr,ns
The objectives of the study were: (1) to determine the overall quantity of

titles supplied in sci/tech by two major vendors and by two sci/tech spe-
cialty vendors; (2) to determine the number of common titles received
from the two major vendors and the two specialty vendors; (3) to deter-
mine coverage for university press and other non-trade publishers; and (4)
to determine if some subject disciplines received better coverage than
other subject disciplines.

To answer these questions, the investigators arranged with two major
vendors and two specialty sci/tech vendors to receive lists of titles that they
would supply under the Sterling C. Evans Library's approval profile cov-
ering the period from January through May of 1986. (Exclusions to the
profile are described below.)
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the two vendors.
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(general)" as categories under popular treatment. SV2 was just as straight-
forward in its treatment of oversized, heavily illustrated material, calling
them "coffee-table books." One of the major vendors did the best job, in
the investigators' opinion, in its breakdown of academic levels, while the
other was exhaustive in its subject treatment descriptors (adding subdivi-
sions for medical aspects, legal aspects, etc.).

D.lrarlsn CnplrroN
With some help from the library's Microcomputer Coordinator, the in-

vestigators configured a data input matrix for dBASE III. The matrix (see
figure 1) contained date, title, author, edition, four source fields, call num-
ber, publisher, and publisher type. All fields could be searched, counted,
and indexed. Further description ofdatabase construction appears in ap-
pendix A.

In SVl's list. no distinction could be seen between titles which would be
shipped and those which would only be "Recommended for Purchase"
notifications. This gave a disproportionate number of titles identified by
SVl. To resolve this quirk, SVl sent us a list of all titles actually shipped
during a four-month period, which overlapped but was not identical with
the time period under study. The list reflected titles sent to a library whose
profile was judged by the vendor to be analogous to Evans Libruy. Differ-
ences in time period and ratio of automatic to form shipment made it im-
possible to adjust the database on a title-by-title basis, but the investigators
did adjust the percentage figures accordingly. While this gave SVl a dis-
tinct advantage throughout the study because they are credited with meet-
ing criteria for a larger number of titles, the authors believe that the results
remain reliable.

Rrsur,rs
The number of titles for each of the vendors was counted. SVI's total of

I,I4l (60.3% of all titles supplied) was lowered to 889 (see figure 2) to
reflect an adjustment for form versus automatic shipment figures. SV2
supplied 717 titles (37 .9%). While MV2 supplied 848 (44.8%\, MV1, the
current contractor, supplied 6ll (32.3%). MVl's total was adjusted up-
ward to account for 121 returns, since the study did not include returns for
other vendors. The difference in absolute numbers between the highest and
lowest number of titles supplied was 157 titles.

Only 77 titles (4%) would have been supplied by all four vendors within
the set time period. Interestingly, Grant and Perelmuter obtained a higher
percentage of overlapping titles (IO%) when they asked three vendors to
send slips for all university press titles available during a four-month pe-
riod, indicating that a broad-based subject profile, even when modified by
non-subject parameters, may suggest to vendors that they can send more of
whatever is available.

In figure 3, the concentric circles around the central 77 titles consist of
318 titles (177o) supplied by three vendors; 562 titles (30%) supplied by
two; and 935 titles (49%) supplied by only one vendor.'0 Each of these sin-
gle vendor titles was especially scrutinized for possible deletion, but all
appeared to be within the guidelines of the study.
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Agriculture (S-SK)
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Figure 4. Percentage of Record by Subject

total, SVl supplied only 43% of the agriculture titles. MV2 , with 53%,
supplied the largest number of agriculture titles. SV2 tied with SVI in sup-
plying 43%, while MVl's portion of the whole was only 32%.Withthe
total publishing output so low in agriculture, it becomes even more impor-
tant that any one vendor should supply most of those titles published. That
the highest number supplied was only 59 out of lI2 is disheartening (see
figure 5).

The diversity of titles that would have been supplied by different vendors
using the same profile makes the selection of a vendor (and careful con-
struction of a profile) even more serious. The idea that a library might re-
ceive essentially the same materials from either of two major vendors or
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Figure 5. Records by Publisher Type
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0

Figure 6.
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from either of two specialty vendors is questionable. Coverage seems to
differ with vendor.

Types of publications supplied by different vendors were also assessed.
Of all the titles supplied, 88.5% or 1,677 titles came from commercial
presses while only lO.4% or 196 titles came from university presses (see
figure 6). Society publications accounted for 15 titles, university associ-
ates for two titles, and other categories for three more titles. MV2 offered
the best university press coverage (135), followed by SVl (103), with the
other two vendors tied at 83 each (see figure 7).

The university press total of 196 titles represents about one-third of all
sci/tech books published by university presses during the year. This total
reflects the generally smaller output of books in sci/tech subjects by uni-
versity presses, which are a stronghold of scholarly publishing in the hu-
manities and, to a lesser extent, the social sciences. Only MV2, with 135
titles, supplied signif,rcantly more than half of the total. Remarkably few
societal and association publications appeared in our database, probably
because of our exclusion of so many of these publishers.

The most frequently supplied presses were Prentice-Hall (186 titles),
Wiley (180), and McGraw-Hill (122). Other publishers accounting for
large numbers of titles were D. Reidel (69), Addison Wesley (57), Aca-
demic Press (56), and Cambridge University Press (53) (see figure 7).
Several more publishers were grouped together in the 40s. Breakdowns
among the top eight publishers whose titles accounted for over one-third of
the items in the database appear in figure 8.

The wide variations between overall percentages and percentages for in-
dividual publishers suggest that vendors do not have steady, ongoing rela-
tionships with the publishers. The pattern depicted might reflect a practice
of vendors contacting publishers on an irregular basis to pick up all titles
issued since the last contact. This is not desirable for librarians since it de-
Iays the receipt of titles.
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OVERALL
1802 TITLES

PRENTICE HALL
166 TITLES

McGRAW-HILL
122 TITLES

ADDISON.WESLEY
57 T]TLES

CAMBRID€E UP
53 TITLES

Mvl 12 (s.1%l
Mv2 40 (02.s%)
8Vl 95 (n.s%)
Sva 51 (4i.a%)

WILEY
180 TITLES

MVI 95 ( 19.4%)
Mv2 95 (52.8%)
svl 126 $9.4%l
8V2 112 rc2.2*l

t0  (17 .5%)
22 (38.6%)
9E (68.6?6)
84 (59.6'6)

19 (85.816)
34 l04.%l
31 (58.5%)
e (1r.3e6)

(32.3%) MV1 4E
(44.8%) MV2 3?
(60.sr6) Svl 139
(37.9t5) sV2 E0

MV1
MV2
svl
sv2

MVI 21 (S0.4%) MV1
MV2 35 (50.7%) MVz
svl 67 (82.6%) gvl
gv2 41 (50.4%) sv2

MVI 24 (42.8V.1 MV1
MV2 27 (48.216) MV2
gvl 24 (42.8%) gvl
sv2 s2 (57.1%l gvz

6r l
E46

1141
717

(25.8%)
( 19 .916)
(74.7*'l
('13 . 0?6)

D.  REIDEL
69 TITLES

ACAOEMIC
56 TITLES

Figure 8. Percentage Supplied by Vendor within Publisher

CoNcr,usroNs
The most obvious conclusion is that the vendor a library uses makes an

enormous difference in the market mix of materials received. In general,
specialty vendors supplied more titles than general vendors. SVl's ad-
justed total of 889 and SV2's total of 717 were compared with MVI's ad-
justed total of 732 and MV2's 848. A comparison between the greatest
number supplied by a specialty vendor (889) and the smallest number sup-
plied by a major vendor (732) produced aZ..statistic of 4.00, which ex--ceeded 

the criiical value of Z at ihe .01 level. " However, the total for spe-
cialty vendors (1,606) and the total for major vendors (1,580) produced a
Z statistic of .8603, which was not statistically significant.

Performance in supplying non-commercial titles was disappointing all
the way around. MV2 supplied t46 non-commercial titles followed by
MVI with 1l l, but neither figure is praiseworthy. The two major vendors
claim to be able to supply society and association publications and did sup-
ply 20 titles; the two specialty vendors say they supply only commercial
and university press titles, and yet they supplied three society and associa-
tion titles.

No patterns seemed to emerge in the types of titles provided by the dif-
ferent suppliers. In an exercise akin to the return privileges of an approval
plan, the clearly popular or trivial titles were weeded out during database
construction. Popular computer books abounded in the study. All vendors
were guilty to some degree. Vendor selection is crucial because each ven-
dor will interpret the subject and non-subject guidelines of a given library
in a different manner.
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It would be interesting to see this study replicated in the social sciences
and the humanities. The variety of suitable titles, three times the number
purchased, may not be similar in the social sciences or humanities. Our
total databas e of | ,892 titles approximated the number published.

For the library without sci/tech bibliographers and a continuing need to
collect in science and technology to support research and instruction, the
problems of choosing a vendor remain. The study suggests that roughly the
same numbers and types of titles are available from two major vendors and
two specialty vendors. The surprise is that the titles themselves are gener-
ally not the same. This conclusion underlines the necessity for rigorous
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hypothesis is that the two proportions are identical, i.e., that Pt : pr.

AppENDx A. CoxsrnucnoN oF TID, DBASE Fl-e

Database construction began with a list from Specialty Vendor l, the largest supplier of
titles. The investigators assumed that this would become a master list, containing perhaps
75 percent ofthe toal dtles, to which other vendor codes could be added by appending
codes of two or three other vendors. After a second list was added, only 208 of these titles
matched the 1,1(X) already in the database. Our preconceptions had been wrong.

A comparable list arrived from Major Vendor 2 and was entered as Source 3 into the
database. The list from Specialty Vendor 2 finally arrived to become Source 4. The data-
base was loaded onto a BCrnoulli cartridge, which gave us space for multiple indexes. The
plague of small problems with diskettes, dBASE Itr discontinuities, and personal com-

database shrank from 2,486 records to 2,147 records. Throughout these processes, we
were gmteful that we had decided to work with an entire database rather than a statistical
sarnple because adjustrnents did not skew the sample.

The investigators then indexed the database by call number to check the subject Parame-
ters of the profile. We checked title by title not only for the suitable call number but also for
the suitable level. Since the Evans Library had never had an approval plan profile with
either of the specialty vendors, we were essentially engaging in the close monitoring of an
approval plan that occurs during the first few montlu with a new vendor. Although our
instructions excluded lower-level textbooks, specialty Vendor One seemingly had ignored
this instruction. Therefore, titles containing phrases like "Introduction to," "Elemen-
tary," "Beginning," "Principles of," "How to," and others were examined forpossible
deletion. We performed this entire shakedown twice to assure that the database had a high
level ofintegrity. Two hundred and forty-seven records werejudged to be beyond the scope
of the profile. Since that total represented only about 10 percent of the entire database, the
action seemed within the return parameters of a normal profile.

The investigators then created a publisher index to check for further adjustments. Al-
though all participants had been instructed to omit Elsevier and Springer Verlag , some titles
had persisted but were now deleted. Extensive authority work in the publisher index was
necessary. The investigators selected the prevalent form ofname for each publisher and
brought all alternatives into agreement (John Wiley, Wiley and Sons, J. Wiley, Wiley
Interscience-all became Wiley).
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Are Children and Teenagers
Second-Class Users?

Kay E. Vandergrift

One very important group of library users is routinely subjected to re-
strictions regarding access to resources. A number oftechnical services
policies, primarily relating to circulation but also including cataloging
aild collection development, prevent full access for children and youth.
Technical service librarians can work clnsely with those in youth services
so as not to waste the opportunity to make joung peopte full members of
the library community.

\-lur profession abounds with a wealth of abstractions about the right of
all individuals to information and ideas. There is, however, one very im-
portant group of library users to whom this rigftt is routinely denied in
practice. Restrictions often dominate our thinking about access to re-
sources for minors.

Technical service librarians may believe that the planning and develop-
ment of policies and practices that restrict young people's access to library
resources are in the hands of public service librarians, who have more di-
rect contact with these users. There is evidence, however, that a number of
technical services policies, pri relating to circulation, but also in-

relopment, prevent full access forcluding cataloging and
children and youth.

Should a child exDeclShould a child expect service that recognizes language, decoding, and
mprehension skills? ln 1977, Broderick expressed deep concern overcomprehension skills? ln 1977,

the rights of children and youth in terms of their access to materials and
contended that these problems were (and still are) unresolved dilemmas in
children's librarianship. She asked: "Are children's librarians to protect
the young, to shield them from ideas and attitudes deemed inappropriate,
or are they to provide free access to all materials and trust the children to
decide foi theriuelves what is appropriate to their needs and what is not?' ' '

Kingsbury's study found the second most important priority to chil-
dren's coordinators was "to recognize the rights of all children to library
services and materials that will provide for individual differences in cul-
tural backgrounds, abilities, and interests and that will help them to de-
velop to their fullest potential."'Miller's 1981 article supports youth
rights and makes suggestions for ̂ children's librarians to ensure that their
clients receive adequate services.'

Young, in another 1981 article, suggests that the children's librarian

Kay E. Vandergrift is Associate Professor in the School of Communication, lnformation,
and Library Studies at Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey.
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needs "to be versed in the need for planning as an ongoing process; to be
involved in the library's community-needs analysis; and to be included in
determining goals, objectives, and policy strategies that will reflect the li-
brary's attitude toward children."n Young discusses goals of children's
services and emphasizes the responsibility of children's librarians to the
child. She states that, because of this responsibility, the children's librar-
ian "must be informed about the redefining of library policy at the national
level, such as the current wording of the National and Model Interlibrary
Loan Codes [that eliminate age discrimination], must recognize itfor what
it is, and must use it to further the development of all children."'

Earlier that year Gerhardt, in a generally favorable report on children's
access to public library services in the Prince George's County Memorial
Library in Maryland, also called on children's librarians to get involved in
policy making both within and beyond the library. After listing four
"wicked generalizations" about how public libraries make access difficult
for children, she challenged readers to do more than just support the "thou
shall nots" of the Library Bill of Righ* and present "a positive statement
on how full library access of minors can be achieved."6

Library professionals, especially those in the technical services, who
control so many of the basic systems undergirding information access,
need to be more aware of these concerns and recognize how their work
either enhances or prohibits access for young people.

Three studies were used to supplement this data: a national survey by
Intner on circulation policies; an analysis ofcirculation policies in selected
Bergen County, New Jersey, libraries by King; and a survey of children's
services in New Jersey by Razzano.'

Research is necessary to provide support for the continuance of services
and to justi$ to the taxpayer the importance of such services and collec-
tions. More cooperative efforts between school and public libraries may be
initiated, such ai those in New Jersey.* Large networks (such as those de-
veloping in the BOCES in New York and in ACCESS Pennsylvania or the
Access Center of the New Jersey Library Network) that bring all types of
library service into supportive systems and units may increase. Technical
service librarians can work with youth services librarians and other profes-
sionals to design studies that explore reading, access, and the use of li-
braries by all age levels.

Flctons Lnurnc Accnss ro MTNoRS

Let us examine those factors that interfere with or prohibit access for all
library users.

Carntocwc FAcroRs

Young people must contend with library catalogs that, in many in-
stances, use vocabulary and subject headings alien to their experience. In
"The Terrible Truth about Teenlit Cataloging," Berman gives many ex-
amples of what he calls a "cruy-qtrilt of 'adolescent,' 

Juvenile,' and'youth' forms. " He demonstrates that "In short, LCSH's teen-related lan-
guage doesn't reflect 'real,' everyday usage and is massively confused and
inconsistent in both scope and form, needlessly dispersing 'teen' material
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throughout the catalog and grossly inhibiting frrst-hit searches. "e Teenage
library users may well need some assistance in understanding and using
confusing subject headings.

In this highly technologicalage, it is disturbing that information profes-
sionals do not always communicate successfully with users. Publicity for
library resolrces and services is not always very good, and it sometimes is
totally lacking in regard to young people's access to some services, such as
online searches or interlibrary loans. It may be that librarians' most serious
communication shortcoming centers on the most basic service: the cata-
log. Advanced technological systems often have only limited instructions
for their use. Libraries that have changed from Dewey to Library of Con-
gress classification and from traditional card catalogs to online catalogs do
not always furnish clear linkages between multiple points of access to basic
holdings . Users may not be informed that searching a card catalog, or even
one catalog and one terminal, may not be adequate, since some libraries
have three or four terminals connecting different systems or including only
those materials acquired and cataloged within a certain time period. It is
frustrating and defeating to have to search multiple systems, and disillu-
sionment is a natural response upon hearing the equivalent of "But that
system only includes English titles for the last six years. " Have we so com-
plicated our technological systems that we have created a library version of
the marvelous maze of the French kings, who were said to have let individ-
uals wander around hopelessly lost, even unto death?

Cou-ecrroN DEvELoPMeNT Facrons

Public libraries have become involved in the use of output measures and
have encountered the problem of how to deal adequately with children's
seryices statistics. Those that subsume statistics for children under other
categories are concerned that, in the long run, the lack of visibility may
cost children's seryices severe cuts. If, on the other hand, the statistical
collectionof children's services datais segregated, isthe separation of col-
lections and services for youth reinforced and are additional barriers in the
professional community created? Additionally, do we jeopardize the posi-
tions of children's and young adult librarians who encourage their clients
to use adult collections as well as their own? Allied to these concerns is the
question of separate facilities. If children have a separate room , is a meta-
phoric, as well as an actual, wall keeping children from total access? If
children must have an escort to use the "adult reference collection," is
information to the child restricted? On the other hand, if one removes chil-
dren's rooms, would it not dilute the positive attributes of such services
and thus weaken community support? Would children's programming be
eliminated for lack of an appropriate setting? In some institutions a com-
promise has been reached regarding nonfiction, which is intershelved, re-
gardless of the level of the material, while children's fiction still is shelved
in a separate area. Obviously this is a technical services decision as well as
a public services one.

As a profession, we stand strong in our advocacy of free and open access
to all information for all people, but some may be hesitant to give "poten-
tially harmful" information to those who, from all indications, are unable
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or unfit to handle it. Often this means those below a certain age. This has
been, and continues to be, a collection
professionals are unwilling or unable
iecting titles they find personally offer
sor co-ntroversial materials and cloak t

iial items or those that are potentially

about the intellectual opportunities
deny them access to materials, but at
access.

CnculattoN FAcroRs

Another limiting factor is the number of circulation policies, rules, and
ptl...C"to 

"ontto"Uing 
access. The more rules, the greater the chance of

iccess being limited; or, more simply str
cess. Intner's 1985 national survey on
braries reports that policies and regu
list all of dle traditional rules and reg
ing. Eventhose systems, such as are I
neiticut. thathave forms of universal
of reeulations. The trend that emel
secont-chss users who are only give
ten limited access, when vouched fc
braries even require an "in-person"
tration. One library had the follow
reminder to staff:

Be sure [if a parent is not present] that the application looks like it has been signed
Uv - i.i"ft.'St--iiit""t tit" tio.iign them and you can tell.'o

In another, a child applying for a card
parent or legal guardian. The parent
tion must have identification that m
sisn as a reference for the child in th
is-there this anrazrnglack of trust? In

rrelates the writing of one's name to

frildren's Librarian's network survey indicated
that libraries used a variety of criteria to decide when a child may receive a
librarv card. Several useil more than one criterion: 36 percent used the
aUifitf to print hisiher own name, 15 percent used attendance in kindergar-
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ten, 9 percentused attendance in first grade, 20 percentused a specific age,
and27 percentused the parent's request. These findings indicate that more
consistent guidelines for services to children need to be developed in New
Jersey and, perhaps, in other states, too. The national campaign of ALA
and NCLIS launched in response to former U.S. Secretary of Education
William J. Bennett's statement that "Every school should have a library
and every child should have and use a library card" might eventually alter
such restrictive registration practices. Although a public library card may
indeed be the best gift a parent ever gives a child, we cannot relax our con-
cern for those children for whom this "gift" is not forthcoming.

Some libraries with automated circulation systems and policy statements
that offer no restrictions on access still insist on a rule requiring use of one
card for adults and a separate and distinct card for children. At the same
time, there are libraries that have so many conditions built into a circula-
tion policy that only a computer matrix corild control the restrictions. What
is missing is the recognition that many of these "conditions" exist only
because the program allows for them and that inadequate time was devoted
to reconsidering all elements before implementing the system. The missed
opportunities to collect and analyze signifrcant research data are too nu-
merous to count. Some planning time might detennine what data would be
useful in constructing an effective system.

King's research demonstrates the range of exceptions to circulation poli-
cies addressed here." Restriction codes for patron categories include
"children's room only," "no BCCLS interlibrary loans," "no com-
puters," "can use adult room with librarian's permission or if accompa-
nied by adult, " "no best-sellers, " "no popular records, " and "no refer-
ence materials. "'' Such exceptions affect not only the category of patron
but also the category of material, especially videotapes and computer soft-
ware. Throughout the literature, a great deal of attention still is paid to
providing different rules for different materials, perhaps reflecting the no-
tion that one medium is better, or at least more essential, than another.
Factors of cost, availability, and delivery systems may currently force us
to treat some materials differently, but this should not persist indefrnite$
into the future.

The presence of technology in libraries is clearly evident, and most li-
brarians have, ifnot embraced it, at least learned to accept and use it. It is
not uncommon, however, for libraries to restrict access to computers by
one of the groups of users most comfortable with them, that is, young peo-
ple. Some of the children and adolescents barred from using software and
"adult" computer bools and from certain services such as computer
searches have access to The Source, CompuServe, and perhaps even Dia-
log in their schools or homes. None of these utilities questions the age or
capability of the client, only their financial resources. Of even greater con-
cern ilre those children and young people who are doubly disenfranchised
because they cannot afford home access to such utilities.

Assuming that young people have successfully negotiated the circulation
requirements and gained access to needed materials, another factor to be
considered is the increased use of legalistic language and attitudes em-
ployed to "encourage" citizens to refurn items and pay fines. More and
more libraries are adopting a "get tough" policy, probably reflecting a
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number of factors-increased costs of materials, shrinking budgets,
greater accountability, and response to societal attitudes. Manuals that in-
dicate use ofcollection agents or the local sheriffor police to collect over-
due materials or unpaid fines certainly destroy romantic images of li-
braries. The concept that "for every right there is a consequent
responsibilit5/" must be communicated. Technical service fbrarians who
are responsible for computerized, integrated systems should be partici-
pants in the development of such policies and, along with colleagues in the
public services, be aware of their impact on various groups of library us-
ers.

There is often unequal treatment of children in the application of fines.
Youth services librarians may defeat their own purposes if they ask for
special privileges for their clients. Why should children be charged a few
pennies for overdue materials when adults are required to pay considera-
bly more? Increasingly, libraries apply a universal fee for all patrons,
whichmay be determined by the age orthe costofmaterials ratherthan the
age of the borower. If the objective is to charge for materials that are kept
from circulation, how can we justiff charging some users less? That chil-
dren are perceived to have less money is not a good argument, nor is it
necessarily true. Respect for the rights of all includes assuming the penal-
ties for disregarding those rights.

Concr,usrox
Intellectual freedom is one of the most fundamental assumptions of li-

brarianship. This presupposes the right of unrestricted access to all infor-
mation and ideas. It also assumes the right of any person, including chil-
dren and adolescents, to form their own beliefs on any subject. Librarians
can help all users access, sort out, select, process and use the data bom-
barding them and continue to aid them in using that information to increase
their competence as scholars and as lifelong learners. In essence, then,
what should be valued more than the simple acquisition of knowledge is the
development of the kind of critical ability that enables users to consider,
question, and analyze existing information and ideas in the process of de-
veloping their own cognitive skills and knowledge.'" Teaching young peo-
ple to negotiate their way through the myriad paths of information may be
the role of the public services professional, but it is those in the technical
services who create and conffol the basic information systems that either
encourage or discourage young library users. The implementation of
newer technologies offers both new hope and more efficient means for
change. Technical service librarians can work closely with those in youth
services so as not to waste the opportunity to make young people full mem-
bers of the library community.
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Rethinking Subject Cataloging
in the Online Environment

Marcia J. Bates
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A note on terminology: Throughout this article, the terms indexing and

subiect cataloging areirled interEhangeably. Similarly, thesaurus is used

io i"i"t Uotiio LtUrory of Congress- Subiect Heading-s (more precisely

called a subject headin! liit), as well as to other term lists more conven-
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tionally referred to as thesauri. The distinctions between subject catalog-
ing and indexing as processes and between subject heading lists and the-
sauri are important more for historical reasons than for present practice.
Though differences may still be discerned, so many changes in thinking
about them are necessitated by the new circumstances associated with the
online environment that tradiiional distinctions are largely meaningless.

Based on our experience with card catalogs, we have been conditioned to
think ofthe subject indexing in a catalog as consisting of subject headings
and classification numbers. When a card catalog is put online it is natural,
then, to continue this assumption-to think of the indexing in an online cat-
alog as consisting ofthe subject elements already present in the database
before it was automated. We think of an online catalog as simply the same
catalog we had before, but now online-accessible.

But, in fact, online search capabilities themselves constitute a form of
indexing. Subject access to online catalogs is thus a combination of origi-
nal indexing and what we might call "search capabilities indexing" (more
on this presently). The interactions between these two kinds of indexing
can be subtle. A range of search capabilities is superimposed on textual
materials of various kinds in the bibliographic record, including natural
and controlled languages. The resulting interaction has a variety ofeffects
on the quality of searches done by users of online catalogs. The effects are
not only additive. Sometimes they cancel each other out or are so synergis-
tic as to be multiplicative.

Typical online search capabilities are keyword searching, Boolean
searching, truncation, and multi-index searching (that is, combining query
terms from more than one index, e.9., "FIND TITLE Grapes AND FIND
AUTHOR Steinbeck").

To illustrate the point that search capabilities actually produce a kind of
indexing, take keyword searching as an example. Imagine two online cata-
logs, one with the ability to search for exact matches on entire subject
headings and titles and the other with that same capability plus keyword
searching of titles.

In the case of the subject heading plus keyword title catalog, every word
(except stop words) in the title of each record in the catalog is an instant
index term. The equivalent in a manual catalog would be to provide an
index that listed every non-stop word in the title of each book as an entry.
(This approach is quite close to a "key word in context" index.) But man-
ual catalogs conventionally do not provide such title keyword indexes. The
online capability adds a major new form of indexing to the subject access.

Such title keyword terms have the important limitation of being uncon-
trolled vocabulary, but they have the advantage ofproviding subject access
of a type not previously available. When an online catalog simply pos-
sesses the capability of being searched by title keyword, in effect a whole
new index is added to the catalog, with every title word an index term, even
though the whole index is not seen printed out.

If the addition of uncontrolled title kevword terms seems like a trivial or
dubious improvement in subject access, consider the results of a study by
Ann Schabas. She did an extensive experimental study on retrieval of UK
MARC records in a selective dissemination of information svstem in Can-
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orders. These techniques bring each element to the head ofsuccessrve en-
tries while preserving the semantic context of the whole heading. We
might, therefore, expect PRECIS to perform significantly better than
LCSH. When each significant word in the title is accessed through key-
word matching anyway, however, this great strength of PRECIS is in ef-
fect ignored, or not needed, by the system, and the corresponding weak-
ness of LCSH in manual systems (entry only through first word in title) is
overcome.

There is another very important implication of these results. PRECIS,
with its rigorous analytical techniques, has been widely discussed as a
prime candidate for replacing LCSH and therefore improving subject ac-
cess in academic libraries.''' Yet with the advent of these online search ca-
pabilities and the particular mix of effects these features have on the use of
PRECIS and LCSH, it now appears that LCSH performs essentially as
well as PRECIS.

This example shows that preexisting indexing and search capability in-
dexing can interact in ways that produce surprising results. To understand
actual performance characteristics of online catalogs, one must analyze
each search feature that is projected or in use and determine its interaction
with existing indexing.

The evaluation of search capability indexing can become quite complex.
Not only are there major classes of search features other than title keyword
searching described above (plus others not mentioned), but there are nu-
merous small variations on each type. These variations may alter the char-
acter of a given type of search capability considerably. For example, in
systems that require exact matches on subject headings, the punctuation
may or may not be regarded, main headings plus subdivisions may be
treated as one heading or as separate headings, and truncation on the right
end of the heading may or may not be allowed, among others. Finally, the
total combined set of search features, each with small variations, makes a
unique mix for each different online catalog system. With online catalogs,
the fact that several different systems may be using the same bibliographic
data with associated subject headings says little about the actual subject
access available to searchers in those svstems.

Title keyword access illustrates another point about how thinking must
shift in the new online environment. It is natural to think of titles as part of
descriptive rather than subject cataloging, so when we consider use of title
terms in online catalogs, it is easy to think of title keyword searches as
"known-item" searches, as opposed to subject searches. In a card catalog,
if searchers wanted something on a subject and looked in the author/title
catalog, they usually were making a basic mistake. But in online catalogs,
title keyword searching can constitute a powerful kind of subject search-
ing. Keyword matching with one or two title words-either words from a
known title, or "just fishing"-can often produce a number of highly rele-
vant titles. Many users are content with just a few items, so the comprehen-
siveness ofa search on the controlled vocabulary of a subject heading is of
little interest to them. Thus, such title keyword searching is not only an
effective form of subject searching but, with some kinds of user needso
might even be preferible. It no loiger seems appropriate to think of title
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in the online environment, but there are reasons why certain kinds of as-
sistance are more essential with online catalogs.

The first reason is that the online catalog is a kind of "black box" for the
searcher. That is, one cannot look inside it and see what is there, the way
one can look into a card catalog drawer. One has to tell the system some-
thing in order to get anything out. In many online catalogs, the require-
ments for subject searching are that the searcher must state an exactly cor-
rect Library of Congress subject heading in order to retrieve anything. One
cannot get part ofthe heading right and then fish around in the same area,
as with card catalogs. Yet it is in online catalogs thatsee andseealso refer-
ences have typically been added later or not at all. So in the online environ-
ment the user particularly needs help in identifying good headings.

Second, the presence of implicit Boolean logic in online catalogs allows
the searcher to combine subject elements more than was the case formerly
(see also Bates''). Traditionally, catalogers assembled main headings and
subdivisions to create the final subject description. Now, online catalogs
that allow searchers to treat main headings and subdivisions separately and
allow searching on keywords enable searchers to assemble elements of
subject search formulations themselves to meet search needs. In this envi-
ronment, searchers need help both with strategy and with identifying ele-
ments to combine.

Third, in addition to having more combinatorial choices of subject ele-
ments, the searcher also has more options with search formulation and
modification: choice of different indexes and combinations of indexes to
search, truncation, limitation by file (e.g., limiting to serials), etc. Fre-
quently, the searcher needs to use these techniques to increase or decrease
the size of output sets. With more powerful searching possibilities, the
searcher needs more powerful assistance.

USnn AsSrsrmcE-ONLINE TIDSAURI

The searcher should be provided with a user thesaurus (distinct from an
indexer thesaurus) incorporating vocabulary for online search features
such as keyword searching and Boolean logic. Throughout, the assump-
tion is that online access to the thesaurus will be provided, though many of
these features could be incorporated into a manual thesaurus as well.

Most current thesauri, including LCSH, are deslgned primarily for the
indexer/cataloger. These may be called indexer thesauri. Debate as to
whether the LCSH list should be made available to users have been ongo-
ing. There are good reasons for the debate, because on the one hand the
searcher should have access to a compact (relatively!) list of headings in-
stead of having to look many places in the catalog, while on the other hand
the LCSH list could easily confuse the naive user.

Many headings inalibrary's catalog are nowhere tobe seen intheLCSH
list, because they are pattern headings or use free-floating subdivisions.
On the other hand, many headings appear in the list that are not used in a
particular library. Until recently, confusing codes, such as "x" and
"xx," appeared, and scope notes were generally written to clariff the
sorts of confusions that catalogers would have, not the ones felt by end
users. Even see refetences, though intended for users also, are written in
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the grammar of subject headin-gs; in.other words, they have similar form
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As noted earlier, in an online cat:
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ous options-preexisting indexi-ng and online indexing-to fulfill.a partic-

ular search need. TherJfore, it s6ems appropriate that the user thesaurus
should reflect this fact, and provide assistance with the other (online) in-

dexing terms as well.
It niay appear contradictory to have a thesaurus that includes terms that

are not;o;trolled and are noi see from terms either. It is similar to the ex-
periences of online database sear-chers, who have been- dealing for much
iong"r with the same problem we are discussing,^nlTgly, the availability
of 6oth controlled vo6abularies and many powerful "free text" capabili-
ties (ability to search on words or phrases anywhere in.ce.rtain fields, re-

eardiess of whether the terms are 
^controlled 

or not-similar to keyword
Searching in online catalogs).

Becauie of the availability of these search features, online database
searchers routinely consider ierms in both controlled and uncontrolled vo-

cabularies for their search formulations. Controlled vocabulary from one

database can also be used in a free text mode in another one. The indexer or

cataloger naturally is concerned with identifying th€ "correct," con-
trolled", vocabulary; the online searcher, on the other hand, finds that the
line between legitimate and nonlegitimate indexing terms becomes
blurred.

Usually, free text searching includes the possibility of doing what is, in
effect, keyword searching onihe controlled vocabulTy u. well as the natu-
ral language text in abstricts and other fields. Consider a single-wor4 k"y-
word irat6h on a multiword subject heading. What kind of indexing is

that-controlled or uncontrolled?i The distinclions between controlled and
uncontrolled or between preexisting indexing and search capability index-
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ing blur, the more power one gains in online searching capabilities.
Many thesauri do not recognize these realities of online searching and

stick mainly to formal, legitimate terminology, but some are beginning to
be designed specifically for online searching (cf. Piternick'). A true user
thesaurus for online catalogs should be designed for these actual online
searching conditions.

The thesaurus that, to my knowledge, most fully reflects these new reali-
ties exists as an online database (a database totally devoted to the thesaurus
with no indexed documents present), and is called TERM in the BRS
search system. TERM contains merged thesauri from several fields (edu-
cation, psychology, and medicine, among others), as well as natural-
language terms suggested by practicing searchers and found in database
records and in reference books. Even suggested Boolean combinations are
included. When a searcher inputs a term or phrase into the BRS TERM
database, an entry is printed out listing possible alternative terms that may
be up to several dozen lines long. Since searchers do so much free text
searching, the presence of vocabulary, controlled or uncontrolled, from
other disciplines enriches the possible choices of terms for any one search.
Furthermore, Boolean combinations are suggested by prompting the
searcher to AND terms from each of two columns containing variant terms
for component concepts in the topic phrase of the entry. For example, in
the entry for ethnopsychology, the searcher is prompted to AND terms
from one column dealing with ethnicity and another column dealing with
racial indentification and self-concept. The database sources ofcontrolled
vocabulary terms are indicated so that when the searcher does wish to use
controlled terms in just the one source database, he or she may do so.

An online catalog thesaurus that contained these features would greatly
improve the resources available to the catalog user. Searchers could use
such a source to identifu search terms for both subject searches on con-
trolled vocabulary and lieyword searches on titles.

There are implications here for an issue that has recently ariseq in our
field, namely, how to handle multiple thesauri in online catalogs." WhaG
ever is done for the indexer/cataloger in the way of displaying various the-
sauri, the public user thesaurus display might be different and better
adapted to actual end user needs. Including free text terms and possible
Boolean combinations are examples of assistance that would be of little use
to catalogers assigning controlled vocabulary but ofgreat use to end users.

UsBn-SvsrEM INTERFAcE DESTcN FoR Oivr-rNB Caru,ocs

Evidence is accumulating that indicates some fundamental assumptions
about the nature of subject access and about the way people mentally pro-
cess "subject" as they search for a topic must be changed. Some of this
evidence has been around for many years; some has appeared as recently
as 1988. Now, when online catalogs are coming into use, we have the
power to address the implications of this information and alter the design
of subject access accordingly. It is particularly important to address this
matter in the current, relatively early, fluid stage of online catalog design.
Later, as design becomes standardized and commitments are made to cer-
tain approaches, it will be much harder to change them to design systems
that truly accommodate users.
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of 40 test questions, a pair at a time. The 4^0 questions were all real infor-
mation needs, not man^ufactured queries.'o So, in total, there were 800
pairwise comparisons." Looking at the degree of agreement between
searchers in terminology used, he found the following results: In 56 per-
cent of the comparisons the overlap in terms used was 25 percent or less,
and in fully 94 percent of the comparisons the overlap in terms was 60 per-
cent or less. In only 1 .5 percent of the cases were the search formulations
identical.'8

Summarizing the^results from all the above studies, as well as the others
discussed in Bates,'" the average likelihood that any two people will use the
same term for a concept or a book, or that a searcher and an information
system will use the same term for a concept, is in the range of l0 to 20
percent. The total number of terms generated by a group of people for a
given topic is almost always very large.

So instead of people's descriptions clustering around one or two terms,
there may be dozens used, and even the most popular terms are generally
used by a minority. Thus, one used heading and a few see references for
synonymous terms will probably capture, that is, match with, only a small
minority of the entry terms used by catalog searchers for a given topic.

This great variety of search terms, matched against the one or two head-
ings that are assigned per book, produces other results that are not surpris-
ing. Karen Markey reviewed several studies of search success on a variety
ofonline catalogs. She found that 35 to 50 percent o{keyword searches of
subject heading fields resultedinno retrievals at all.'' In her own research
she found that in many of the cases where there was a match with a term, no
relevant materials were found. i.e., some other access term was needed to
locate the desired material.32

This situation is not acceptable. No matches or matches with irrelevant
headings are searches that defeat the purpose of public access catalogs.
The fault cannot be attributed to inadequacies of online system features,
because my aforementioned research with card catalogs showed the same
low-match and irrelevant-match pattern. It is much more likely that the
problem lies with a mismatch between the way our minds work and the
conceptual design of our catalogs.

How should this situation be handled? Supplementing the indexing by
adding two or three more headings would help but would not do the job.
Something inthe neighborhood of ten to thirty ormore additionalheadings
would be needed to cover the range of search terms likely to be used by
catalog users-a totally impractical solution.

Do these results make authority control pointless? Not at all. The bene-
fits ofconsistency, accuracy, and control in subject description are not lost
because we find people use a wide variety of terminology in searching. But
document description must be distinguished from access. Documents can
be described compactly, with just a few headings, but some way should be
provided to channel searchers from the initial wide variety of expressions
to the much more limited number of terms actuallv used to index relevant
documents.

To return to the idea of a user thesaurus: If said thesalrrus were expanded
and enriched as a front-end database, a Supenhesaurus, itcoald contain an
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enormous variety of entry terms, with all sorts of guidance for the searcher
to enable him or her to decide on the best terms for a given search. Hierar-
chical relationships could be displayed, including multiple hierarchies
when terms reside in several hierarchies. Where colloquial entry terms are
ambiguous, the several relevant controlled terms could be displayed, ena-
bling the searcher to realize that more than one interpretation can be as-
signed to a term.

Some of the variety of entry terms is due to word form variations on the
same root, word order variations, and use of combinations of subsets of
component terms in the topic description. The word form variation can be
reduced through a stemming algorithm, and word order problems can be
handled by implicit Boolean AND on component words of the search term.
Searchers also frequently use too many terms in their search formulations,
or enter only one or two broad terms, and consequently get null sets or
huge sets. For searchers with these problems, either automatic modifica-
tion of search formulation or facilitative suggestions on-screen could be
provided.

Most importantly, the searcher would never have that dreadful experi-
ence ofentering a perfectly reasonable word or phrase for a topic and find-
ing that the library apparently has nothing on it. Many searchers give up at
this point, not appreciating the complexity of subject description. Here we
would be implementing what I have called elsewhere the "Side of the Barn
Principle," namely, the searcher need only "hit the side of the barn" with
an initial entry term. Any reasonable English-language word or phrase
should get some response, some recommended alternative term(s) or a dis-
play of related terms to guide the searcher to the best headings actually
used to index the desired topic."

For those users who are not interested in sorting through vocabulary to
find the best, and just want the system to do it all, the presence internally of
the vast superthesaurus network would make it possible for system al-
gorithms to be developed that would automatically link search terms with
likely correct headings.'. This question of degree of system transparency
may ultimately be resolved by providing two or more options to accommo-
date both the active explorers and the passive, "do-it-for-me" searchers.

CoNcr-usroNs
There is an analogy here to automobile design: The automatic shift and

the stick shift are both available in the automobile market because thev sat-
isfy different kinds of needs and personalities. The same can be said for
automatic and manually set cameras. Some people are confused by manual
controls and only want "point and shoot" cameras, while others insist on
maintaining control over setting themselves and would not dream of allow-
ing the camera to do it for them . No matter how sophisticated ' 'automatic' '

information searching interfaces become, there will probably also remain
a desire for control over the search by some (or many) searchers some (or
all) of the time.

The exact system design of the thesaurus and associated interface would
depend on many practical factors, above all cost. However, some desir-
able features would be the followine:
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o The Supenhesauras should be independent of, yet linked to, the docu-
ment indexing. A separate up-front database would contain the thesaurus
with an associated user-friendlv interface. A searcher could move around
indefinitely in the thesaurus, iollowing up linkages, i.e., the searcher
could "helicopter" over the domain of terminology. When the user identi-
fied a promising heading (one that actually indexes documents), he/she
could ask to see documents indexed under that heading without having to
enter specific commands to exit one database and enter another one.

o The Superthesauras should contain a very large entry vocabulary and
numerous different linkages and user aids: display of multiple hierarchies
when a term falls within different contexts, display of related terms, defi-
nitions and scope notes, etc.

o The system could be transparent or not, with the user either actively
exploring the terminology or simply letting the system use the linkages to
come up with likely document matches.

o Document indexing and reindexing would not have to occur for every
addition to the Superthesaurus; the links would always lead to existing in-
dexing. The situation would make for much more flexibility and rapidity in
adding new terminology and changing links. Briefly popular colloquial
terms could be added and later removed from the Superthesaurus if they
faded from usage, without requiring reindexing of the documents them-
selves.

. Once a basic skeleton thesaurus is in place, the Superthesaurus could
be developed incrementally, with additional types of linkages added
through time by various interested groups and organizations.
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Notes on Research and OPerations

Assessing Preservation Needs

Gay Walker

Needs assessment techniques are exploredfor library collections to Prg'
vide documentation for ireservqtion profrarn requests. Surveys of the
physical facilities, iie tiorage enviroimint, the condition ofthe collec-'Aii, 

*d itt history are desiribed alang with references to written aids.

The basic foundation for any preservation planning _is a needs assess-

rn"nt-tu*"y- Particularly impbrtant_a-re those needs directly associated
with the coilections: the londition of the books, physical housing needs,
environmental conditions, and the history of the collection and its prob-

lems. Documenting these areas provides much of the rationale needed to

move forward witfr'a strong, effective preservation P_rogran1. [t can.pro-

formation about that collection's needs must also be identified'
The broader the approach to the needs assessment step, the easier will be

the subsequent planning and the grea
veys should be carried out in three m
environment, and the collections the
each survey will need to be determin
factors, such as the general state of
control problems, and particular difficulties in individual collections. An-
other survey, of historical collection data, is also recommended and is de-
scribed later.

PHYSICAL FICU;IrcS

A facilities survey can be carried out whenever the key personnel, those
knowledgeable about the physical plant, can be interviewed. Following a
set list ofquestions is usuilly the most efficient approach, so that various

Gay Walker is Head of the Preservation Department at Yale University Library, New Ha-

ven, Connecticut.
Tiris article is based on a presentation given at a METRO Seminar, April 1988.
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library units can easily be compared. Cunha has published a good building
survey questionnaire which is reproduced in the ARL Office of Manage-
ment Studies Preservation Resources Notebook,' and one was developed
for use in conjunction with the major condition survey undertaken at the
Yale University Library.'Once completed, such a survey will provide
most of the basic information about your facilities, including construction
materials, square footage, stack configuration, shelving types, cleaning
procedures and timetable, environmental control systems, and the location
ofoutlets, electrical panels, drains, and water cutoffvalves.

Each ofthese categories presents preservation concerns, and filling out
the questionnaire is only_half the job.-Answers must be analyzed and pre-
ventive steps recommended to forestall identified or predictable problems.
Is a stack area below ground? Are there water pipes ruirning overhead? Is
cleaning done often enough? Are filters in air-control machinery changed
regularly? Is the electrical panel locked? Who has the key? Where are the
electrical outlets ifa disaster recovery operation were set up in the stacks?
Are there sinks or drains nearby for easy disposal of water? Who can turn
off the main water supply to the building?

An annotated floorplan. color-coded with the locations of critical out-
lets, drains, and valves, should be developed during this survey and dis-
tributed to local staff. A workshop and tour should be conducted for all
staff, not only to prepare for possible disasters but to broaden the perceived
responsibility for the preservation of the collections.

Linked with the building survey interview is the walking tour-again, to
be taken with knowledgeable personnel. Having seen a library or archives
unit and the location of critical elements, even if only once, is invaluable; it
enables one to assess needs, to plan, and to implement programs in any part
of the system.

The third portion ofthe building survey is an annual physical review and
maintenance check. Leaves need to be cleared from the roof drains at least
once a year, and it surely helps if such a review catches or prevents just one
leak. The physical plant staff should undertake this review, but whether it
takes place or not may be up to you.

A more detailed review of storage accessories also is recommended. Is
the shelving strong enough? Is it stable and nondamaging to the shelved
materials? Is there appropriate shelving for folios and other oversize for-
mats? Is the lighting level sufficient and low in ultraviolet radiation? Are
there automatic turn-off switches? Is the shelf height sufficient to avoid
foredge or spine-down shelving? Often a minor, low-cost adjustment will
greatly improve the well-being of your collection.

ENvIRONMENT

Controlling the storage environment of a library's collections is essen-
tial. Maintaining an even temperature-the lower the better-and a stable
level of relative humidity can extend the life of library materials by several
years. Eliminating sources of ultraviolet light also can save your collection
from fading away. Before severely damaging conditions can be changed,
they must be documented. Environmental monitoring should be one of the
first steps undertaken in any collection, either to ensure the continuation of
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acceptable conditions or to document unacceptable ones.
Monitoring programs can be simple, using sling psychrometers or in-

stalling wet and dry bulb thermometers, or sophisticated, using recording
hygro-thermographs. The latter instruments are highly recommended if
weekly stafftime can be assigned and the money found to purchase each
machine. The weeHy paper records can be translated into graphs showing
both the high and low readings for each week. Nothing makes as great an
impact on university officials as crumbling apaige of brittle paper from a
book and the visual display of hard statistics. Presenting afew graphs doc-
umenting wild fluctuations in temperature and relative humidity levels will
help them draw their own conclusions. During one phase of monitoring
efforts at Yale in a stack area without environmental controls, one collec-
tion showed a startling 24 prcent relative humidity and 13 "F temperature
fluctuation within a week's time. Although presenting this information
may not translate immediately into an environmental control system, it is
indisputable evidence that will help bring about change over time. Moni-
toring devices for ultraviolet light are relatively inexpensive and should be
available to preservation programs for checking fluorescent lights, stack
areas near windows, and exhibition spaces. Heat and moisture levels
should also be monitored inside exhibition cases. Since it is the rarest items
which are often displayed, protecting and preserving the library's capital
investment makes a persuasive argument.

Cor,r,Bcrrons
A condition survey of the collections will provide the most significant

information relative to the development of a preservation program. Infor-
mation from such a survey both identifies the need and provides the justifi-
cation for staff to carry out conseryation treatments and to implement a
brittle books program. The latter is devoted primarily to the replacement
or reformatting of deteriorated materials. In general, there are three kinds
of condition surveys: a large random sampling giving a high degree of ac-
curacy; a small random sampling giving a lesser but acceptable degree of
accuracy; and a thorough survey ofa library unit to generate specific rec-
ommendations for item-level treatment. Only the latter two are recom-
mended.

A large random sample type of survey was carned out at the Yale Uni-
versity Library in the early 1980s'; the results from it should be of use in a
wide range of local situations to outline the broad picture. That survey, in
which 36,000 volumes were sampled, was extremely time-consuming, us-
ing approximately 3,800 hours of grant-supported intern time. It was also
highly detailed. Descriptive questions were asked about the physical
makeup of the materials that went beyond a simple condition survey.
Given the large variety of collection types and situations within the fifteen
library units surveyed, which differed in age, environmental conditions,
makeup, use, and subject, parts of those findings can be extrapolated, with
caveats, for other collections. The findings as a whole depict a most star-
tling statistical picture of the extent of deterioration in our libraries, and
these general deterioration statistics can be quoted as background evi-
dence. There is no real need to repeat a condition survey on such a large
scale.
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The more efficient condition survey to conduct is the smaller random-
sampling one, usually involving around 1,000 volumes. Although the ex-
pected accuracy rate is lower, it may be reassuring to know that the unpub-
lished findings of a survey on this much smaller scale carried out at the
New York Public Library in 1984 came to within one percentage point of
the most critical findings concerning brittle and acidic paper in the large
Yale survey. The key to such surveys is the randomness of the sample, and
a statistician is the best consultant to help start a survey. For instance, the
number generation that leads to the identification of individual volumes
must be random, preferably using computer-generated numbers, and a pi-
lot survey may be needed to define the parameters of the target population.

An excellent guideline for this size of survey, consisting of minimal but
sufficient questions that concentrate on condition only, was developed by
Merrill-Oldham at the Universitv of Connecticut Librarv." It is a workable
project that avoids major staff reassignment for long months of surveying.
Results can show the size of the problem: how many volumes need repair,
rebinding, or rehousing, and how many contain brittle paper and most
likely need replacement or reformatting.

These findings are obtained by a brief examination of each volume iden-
tifred by the random numbers. Are the covers still intact? Are pages loose,
torn, missing? Is the textblock broken? Does the paper crack or flake off
after one or two double folds? Is the book mutilated or damaged by mold or
insects? Has it been repaired by well-meant but damaging methods and
materials? The major questions to be answered are: "Does it need rebind-
ing? Minor repair? Major repair?" or, "Is it brittle and does it need to be
reformatted or replaced?"

The third type of condition review is the complete survey, usually of a
special collection or smaller unit, in which every volume is reviewed and
specific treatments are recommended. This is appropriate for a rare book
collection, a small self-contained collection, or any manageable portion of
a larger collection. Such a collection would consist primarily of valuable
materials that are to be retained permanently in their original formats. This
type of survey can be very specific as to physical treatment but would be
wasted effort for brittle materials that will not be maintained as objects.
The results of such a survey would be the specific recommendations for the
treatment of each volume in need of attention, perhaps with cost or time
estimates to aid bibliographers in setting priorities.

A treatment recommendation form might be helpful here so that staff can
process items over time, and laptop computers are easy to use in stack ar-
eas when carrying out surveys.

Several groups, such as the Northeast Document Conservation Center
and the Center for the Conservation of Historic Artifacts, will conduct
field surveys according to the library's needs, usually in the form of a re-
view at the collection level, a thorough item-level survey, or an investiga-
tion of the physical facility and environmental conditions.

Hrsronv
Another early step in developing the information needed for planning

purposes is the "historical preservation survey." It consists ofa series of
interviews that new preservation officers should undertake with every de-
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trative and communication ties.

OTTTBN AREAS

The collection is directly affected by its surroundings, and the planning
for new or the renovationof old stack areas is extremely important. The
state of the collection will be greatly improved if the recommended tem-
perature and relative humidit! leveis cah be maintained, if the air is fil-
tered, and if ultraviolet light is eliminated. Assessing needs-1nay mean vig-
orous participation in sdtting the standards, so that problems will not

CONCLUSION

The needs identified in a state-of-the-collection assessment will fall into
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or categories of titles to a protected area. Loan-by-mail procedures may
also need review. The collection itself may require formal surveys and
new programs set up to provide physical treatment for volumes with arti-
factual value and to capture the contents of brittle books. All of these areas
should be addressed, but the priority and order given each will depend
upon the local situation. It is particularly important to select projects that
can be completed and to provide realistic time estimates and costs. A good
needs assessment will identif priorities and suggest solutions.

There are many aids available to help assess collections. The "ARL-
OMS Preservation Self-Study Project"t is recommended if a major staff
effort can be mounted. An excellent selection of relevant articles is avail-
able in the associated Preservation Resources Notebook." There are arti-
cles _on general random-sampling survey techniques and on the Yale sur-
vey.' References are also given in the updated ALA A Core Colleaion in
Preservation" and the workbook section of the Research Libraries Group's
Preservation Manual.' And finally, there are experts with considerable ex-
perience.

The deterioration problem is so critical that preservation officers must
document collection needs to support resource requests. By following a
rational plan to identiff and assess all the physical needs of the collection,
documentation can be gathered that will provide a solid basis for develop-
ing and justifying a comprehensive preservation program.

l .

RrreRENcF,s AND Norr,s

George M. Cunha, What an Institution Can Do to Survey lts Conservation Needs (\ew
Yorki New York Library Assn., 1979) (also published in Presemation Planning Pro-
gramResource Notebook, comp. by Pamela Darling (Washington, D.C.: ARL-OMS,
r982).
Unpublished documentation developed by Jane Greenfield and Gay Walker at the Yale
University Library in 1981.
Gay Walker and others, "The Yale Survey: A Large-Scale Study of Boot Deterioration
in ihe Yale University Library," College & Research Libraries,46:111-32 (Mar.
re85).
Unpublished documentation developed by Jan Merrill-Oldham at the University of
Connecticut Library in 1984.
Pamela Darling with Duane Webster, Presemation Planning Progratn: An '-4lssisted
Self-Sudy ManualforLibrarie.s (Washington, D.C.: ARL-OMS, Studies, 1982) (also
1987 ed. and 1988 printing-publication #SS0l).
Pamela Darling, comp., Presemation Planning Program: Resource Notebook, rcv. eA.
by Wesley Boomgaarden (Washington, D.C.: ARL-OMS 1987) (also 1988 printing-
publication #SS02).
Walket, "The Yale Survey."
Lisa Fox,,{ Core Colleaionin Preservarton (Chicago: ALA, RTSD, The Preservation
of Library Materials Section, 1987). Available from the ALCTS office (pub. #61400)'
Researclrlibraries Group, RLG Presemation Manual,2d ed. (Stanford: RLG, 1986),
Appendix B: "A Preservation Workbook."
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1989 Division/Section Awards

The Esther J. Piercy Award' 1989
Lisa B. Weber

From left: Carolyn Harris, RTSD president; Lisa B. Weber, Esther J. Piercy Award recipi-

ent; and Doris A. Bradley, 1989 committee chair.
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ability to communicate because of differing viewpoints and backgrounds.
Even when it became increasingly clear that developments for archival
control and access would take place within the arena of library technical
standards and techniques, abridge was needed to accomplish the necessary
communication and cooperation. Lisa Weber has helped immensely in
building that bridge.

Bringing to bear her library training and archives experience, she was
able to participate actively and substantively in developing the MARC
Format for Archives and Manuscripts Control. (She continues to be a
strong and trustworthy representative of the archival view-and of the li-
brary view to the archives community-as format integration takes place.)
The long and difficult process ofdeveloping the standards and technical
conventions surroundins the use of the MARC Format has been smoothed
by her dedicated and kriowledgeable participation and efforts to promul-
gate them.

Lisa Weber has been instrumental in bringing the best of library techni-
cal services to the attention of archivists and in finding librarians to offer
advice and counsel, which has resulted in fruitful discussion and an in-
creasingly solid relationship between the communities. She has provided a
synthesis of that thinking and dialogue that now allows archivists to make
effective use of bibliographic networks. Through her activities as Automa-
tion Program Officer in the Society of American Archivists and now as
Assistant Director for Technological Evaluation at the National Historical
Publications and Records Commission, she disseminates news of develop-
ments to archivists everywhere and is able to promote the growth and use
of national standards. Recognizing the importance of theory, education,
and training as foundations to the effective use ofstandards, she has con-
tributed much to efforts to provide continuing education to archivists and
to teach them about library cataloging standards. Her reports, articles, and
presentations serve to remind and inform both librarians and archivists of
the important issues in archives technical services and automation.

The visual materials community also recognizes Lisa Weber as an effec-
tive contributor to advances in technical services and a spokesperson for its
needs. In fact, she has served to strengthen the ties among special collec-
tions in general, focusing attention on common technical concerns and so-
lutions. Her leadership comes at a crucial time. As large, integrated data-
bases become the primary vehicle for communicating information about
all types ofresearch materials, standards and sophisticated technical ser-
vices become ever more important.-Elisabeth B. Parker, for the commit-
tee.

The Margaret Mann Citation, 1989
Lois Mai Chan

When her colleagues learned that Lois Chan had been selected to receive
the Margaret Mann Citation for 1989, there was complete agreement that it
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was recognition richly deserved. The citation is awarded to a faculty mem-
ber or practitioner for outstanding professional achievement in cataloging
or classification either through publication of significant professional liter-
ature, participation in professional cataloging associations, or valuable
contributions to practice in individual libraries; and Lois Chan's achieve-
ments in cataloging and classification through her publications and profes-
sional activities speak for themselves.

In the course of her career, which includes positions in four academic
libraries and, since 1970, as a popular and highly regarded member of the
faculty of the College of Library and Information Science, University of
Kentucky, Lois Chan has written some thirty articles and has made a dozen
presentations. Moreover, she is the author of a research report; the author,
coauthor, or editor of seven books; and the recipient of a half-dozen re-
search grants. She has been project consultant to OCLC in conjunction
with the DDC Online project, and to the University of Michigan.

Chan's numerous professional activities include membership on the
Decimal Classification Editorial Policy Committee, of which she has been
chair since 1986; the Melvil Dewey Award Jury; the Policy and Research
Committee, RTSD/CCS, which she also served as chair; and the Execu-
tive and Planning Committees, RTSD/CCS. In 1978 she was the recipient
of a Council on Library Resources Fellowship and in 1980 was selected to
receive a University of Kentucky Alumni Association Great Teacher
Award.

Peter J. Paulson, Executive Director of the Forest Press, has written that

From lefi: Sheila S. Intner, Catalog and CLassification chair; Lois Mai Chan, Margaret
Mann Citation recipient; and Janet Swan Hill, 1989 committee chair.
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Chan's "contributions have enriched the study and teaching of cataloging
and classification in general, and of the Dewey Decimal Classification in
particular. " Moreover, concerning her work as a member of the Editorial
Policy Committee, Paulson has noted that "Lois has consistently served
above and beyond the call of duty." Sheila S. Intner, Simmons College
library school faculty member and chair of the RTSD/CCS, commented
that Chan's "several textbooks on cataloging and classification are models
of clarity and precision, furnishing important analyses and explanations of
basic concepts for students."

When Tom Waldhart, Acting Dean of the College of Library and Infor-
mation Science, University of Kentucky, and a colleague of Chan's for
nearly twenty years, learned of her selection to receive the Margaret Mann
Citation for 1989, he responded:

Lois Chan is the very model of what a faculty member at a research institution
should be. I am aware of no one whose work achieves a better balance of teaching,
scholarship, and service; and by her receipt of the Margaret Mann Citation Lois
brings additional recognition to herself and this College.-Dennis P. Carrigan,
for the committee.

Bowker/Ulrich's Award
John B. Merriman

John B. Merriman is the distinguished recipient of the 1989 RTSD Seri-
als Section Bowker/Ulrich's Serials Librarianship Award. It is given in
recognition of his outstanding leadership in the field of serials and the tire-
less pursuit of his ideal to improve the understanding of serials and cooper-
ation between the many persons in the serials information chain.

John Merriman gained his extensive experience and knowledge of seri-
als in the Periodical Division of Blackwell's, where he has been employed
since 1955 and where he has served as director since 1967. In this capacity
his high standards reflect his professional philosophy ofexpertise, service,
caring, and likability.

Service to professional organizations is exemplified by the fact that Mer-
riman was fundamental in the founding of three library organizations. In
l975he was largely responsible for the first Blackwell Conference, which
led to the founding of the United Kingdom Serials Interest Group (UKSG)
in 1978. The goal of the UKSG was to improve contact and communication
across'ihe serials spectrum. Its success is attested to by the fact that the
North American Serials Interest Group (NASIG) emulated it as a model.
Merriman was of enormous assistance and inspiration in establishing
NASIG. A third endeavor, the Association of Subscription Agents, for
which he is secretary, was therealization of anotherof his goals, to encour-
age vendors to converse with one another.

Advocating education and furthering research have also been priorities
for Merriman. He has fostered serials education through the UKSG annual
conferences and short courses. He initiated internships for American li-
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From lefi: Leigh Yuster, R. R. Bowker Company; John Meriman, Bowker/Ulrich Seriak
Libraianship Award recipient; Irene M. Percelli, 1989 committee chair; Alex Bloss, Seri-
aLs Section chair.

brarians to gain knowledge of the Blackwell organization, and has encour-
aged students of library and information science to attend the annual
UKSG meetings by providing them with stipends. Merriman has also pro-
vided impetus to publish the proceedings of the UKSG annual conference,
plus a newsletter, now a journal. His real strength in this areahas been in
the delivery ofeloquent speeches, given before several professional orga-
nizations. They have reflected his straight thinking, professional ethics,
sense of cooperation, and keen observation of interpersonal dynamics.

John Merriman has done much to enhance the management of serials in
the very delicate area of price differentials for serials. His vast knowledge
of the economical and technological trends affecting the serials industry
has enabled him to deal with this problem in an objective way. He has en-
couraged communication between librarians and publishers on this critical
issue, and has labored diligently to articulate and alleviate some of the con-
cerns relating to this troublesome situation.

John Merriman's career of more than thirty years in the field of serials is
impressive. His intense professionalism, integrity, immense kindness, and
good will attest to his devotion to his position. His good humor and subtle
English wit have smoothed many a ruffled feather. At the tenth annual con-
ference of the UKSG, Merriman was given a citation attesting to the many
contributions he made to the organization. It was this author's pleasure to
be in attendance at this meeting and to experience firsthand the gracious
hospitality and welcoming attitude with which he greeted his American
colleagues. To me, this confirmed his place in the serials world as an inter-
national leader.
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The RTSD Serials Section Bowker/Ulrich's Serials Librarianship

serials, development of tools or methods to enhance access to or manage-_
ment of serials, [and] other advances leading to a better understanding of
the field of serials." John B. Merriman is a dedicated, visionary leader in
the advancement of serials librarianship, and is truly worthy of the fifth
annual award.-Elaine K. Rast, for the committee.

Blackwell/North America Scholarship Award
Frederick C. Lynden

Frederick C. Lynden has been selected as the 1989 recipient of the Re-
sources Section Blackwell/North America Scholarship Award for his arti-
cle "Prices of Foreign Library Materials: A Report" published in College
& Research Libraries 49:217-3I (Mav 1988). Presentation of the award

From left: John Walsdorf, Blackwell/North America; Herbert Caron, University of Rhode
Island; Frederick C. Lynden, Blackwell/North America Scholarship Award recipient; John
Reidelbach, 1989 committee chair; and Nora Rawlinson, Resources Section chair.
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was made at the RTSD membership meeting held June 24 in Dallas. The
scholarship award of $1,000 from Blackwell/North America was pr_e-
sented to fhe Graduate School of Library and Information Studies at the

tee.

Best of LRTS Award, 1989
Roxanne Sellberg

The Best of /,RZSAward for 1989 was presented to Roxanne Sellberg at
the RTSD Awards Ceremony on Saturday, June 24, in Dallas. Sellbele
received the award for her article "The Teaching of Cataloging in U.S'
Library Schools," published in Library Resources & Technical Services
32:30-42 (Jan. 1988). It was judged to be the best article published in
LRIS in 1988 based on criteria of significance of content, supporting re-

professors of library science. "
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brary Administration from Indiana University (1988).
Sellberg's professional activities have been focused on ALA's Junior

Members-Round Table and RTSD. She has been a member of JMRT's
President's Program Committee, the Olofson Award Committee and from
1987 to 1989 was JMRT's liaison to the Library Education Assembly. She
also served from 1987 to 1989 as an intern on the RTSD Membership
Committee. In addition to the IRZS article for which she was given the
award, she has published articles rn Technical Services Quarterly and^
Journal of Acadimic Librarianship.-Betty G' Bengtson, Chair, Best of
LRTS Award Committee.

From left: Roxanne Sellberg, Besl o/LRTS Award recipient, and Betty
Bengston, 1989 committee chair.



Here's the new Books in Print ad,.

Thanks to
Albert Simmonds
and stafi, you'll
like what it savs.

Ev"ry year I think "Here it comes
again." The Books in Pint announcement
ad. Sure, it's a great product, every library
and bookstore needs it, and it does have
accurate information on almost a million
current books. But, what is there new to
say about a product that everybody already
knows?

Well, this year Managing Editor Albert
Simmonds and his staffhave made nrv iob
a lot easier.

They've added a whole new aolume Io
Books in Print-of O.P. and O.S.I. titles. So
now you'll know for sure that a book is really
out-of-print or out-of-stock indefinitely. If
you need to order it, we even supply the
names of O.P. dealers and search services.

Albert has atso introOucl aI sorts of n"*
features. Like index bars that help you find
the section you want at the flip of a page.
Asterisks that highlight every new book
that's come out. And boldfaced, cross-
referenced listings for publishers whose
titles can also be found, with descriptions,
in Bowker's Publishers Tiade List Annunl.

And hare you ever wondered how Books
in Print stays so accurate and complete year
after year? Increased tape-to-tape updating
(bringrng data directly from publishers

tiorfs prices, ISBNs, and
other vital data elements more reliable
than ever.

Books in Print .lrr,ll be published in Sep-
tember, a month earlier than usual, which
means you should place your order now.
The phone call is on us:

r (800) 521-8110
r In NY, AK, and HI, call collect

212-337-69U
r In Canada, call (800) 537-8416.

Or you can write: R.R. Bowker,
P.O. Box 762, New York, NY 10011.

Another year, another Books in Print ad.
But this year, it's certainly not just another
Books in Pint. Nout the question is: what
will Albert and his staffdo for an encore?

Books in Print 1989-90
$315.95 (S/O: $300.15)
Subject Guide to Books in
Print 1989-9O
$219.95 (S/O: $208.95)
Forthcoming Books
$175.00 per year
Books in Print Supplement
1989-90
$175.00 (S/O: $166.25)
Books in Print Information
System 1989-90
$775.00 (S/O: $736.25)

RR BCfuVKER
THT, INFORMAIION Rf f TXI}ICE

COIVIPAT.IY

computers to
the database)
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RTSD Annual Report

This is the last RTSD annual report. At the end of the Dallas Annual
Conference, the new name of the association became the Association for

brary work.
In addition the membership narrowly voted on a $10 increase in dues.

This will allow ALCTS to support thd programs of the association with
additional staff and services.

At the Dallas Conference, the board of directors voted unanimously to

for ZRZS and the RTSD Newsletter. The membership committee was ex-
ceptionally busy; the office sent over 4,000 letters to nonmembers who
indicated in int6rest in our areas of responsibility, or had let their member-
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Now avallable from the
Reproductlon of LlUary llaterlals Section (RLMS) of the
Assoclatlon for Llbrary Collectlons & Technlcal Servlces'

a dlvlslon otthe Amerlcan Llbrary Assoclatlon

A Preservatlon illcrofllmlng Reader: Five papers from the
1988 Preservation Microfilming lnstitute. Edited by Gay
Walker for the RLMS Regional Institutes Committee

$12.50. 64P. ISBN 0-8389-7324-8

Contents:

Order from:
ALA Publlcatlons,50 E. Huron St.' Chlcago, L 60611
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Collecti.on Development Policy State-
ment, 1989. Columbia University
Libraries. New York: Resources
Group, Columbia University Li-
braries, 1988. lv., plus 3 micro-
fiches. paper, $25 (prepaid). Avail-
able from Gifts and Exchange Dept.,
lM Butler Library, 535 W. 114th
St., New York, NY 1N27.
Since many libraries are either writ-

ing or revising collection development
policy statements, there is considerable
demand for models. Presumably Co-
lumbia had this audience in mind in de-
ciding to make its own policy statement
available to the wider library conmu-
nity.

The introductory material is much
frrller than that found in most collection
development policy statements. A brief
history of Columbia's library is pro-
vided. An overview of the principles
governing its collection development
policy follows. This includes a descrip-
tion of the clientele, the forms of mate-
rials collected, a full explanation of the
RLG collection levels. and a detailed
account ofthe priorities and criteria for
developing the collections. In addition
to selection criteria, attention is given
to bibliographic control, retention poli-
cies, preservation, and cooperative ar-

rangements. As a whole, the introduc-
tion provides both a strong theoretical
framework and much practical guid-
ance for the decisions ofindividual se-
lectors.

The bulk of the work is comPrised of
the policy statements prepared by the
individual selectors for each area.
These are arranged in three categories:
subjects, area studies, and special for-
mats and collections. Each of the state-
ments includes background informa-
tion (programs supported, trends in the
field), a-description of the particular
collection, discussion of cooperative

erations (e.g., preservation concerns,
special projects). The complete RLG
cbnspectus for Columbia is included on
micrbfiche. Detailed statements of gift
and preservation policies are appended
as well.

There is a strong emphasis on both
resource sharing and preservation con-
cerns throughout the document. Some
attention is also given to the physical
disposition of the collections. This pol-
icv statement well illustrates a shift
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Expanded to four volumes,
up-to-date, ttre Dewey Decimal

Classification organizes
today's information with
cuffent topics and terms.

Newfeaturcs:
, a manual to guide the classifier

. a revised index for easier
subject access

. more insffuction notes
. more suflunary schedules for

quick subiect overview

Make your world a little more
orderly, and order today.

Dewey Decimal Classification and
Relative Index, Editron 20.

4 volumes, printed on permanent
paper. $200.00 plus shipping.

rsBN 0-91060437-7.
Send your order today to

Forest Press OCLC,6565 Franu
Road, Dublin, OH 43017-0702.

ffillllll $3:ss'
Publlshcr of dr Dewey D€ciMl Ch$ifiqdon@

A division ofOCLC Onlne CoDputer Libmry Ccnlcr. In(

from the strict concentration on acqui-
sitions policy found in early collection
development policy statements to a
well-rounded collection management
document.

This is a very full policy statement in
all aspects. The writing is clear and
concise, and surprisingly readable for a
document of this type. It will be useful
both as a guide to the collections and
policies of Columbia and as a model for
other compilers of collection develop-
ment policies .-Fred W. Jer*ins, Uni-
versity of Dayton, Ohio.

Influencing the System De signer. On-
line Public Access to Library Files:
Third National Conference. The
proceedings ofa conference held at
the University of Bath, September
12-15,1987. Ed. by Lorcan Demp-
sey. Oxford: Elsevier Advanced
Technology Publications, 1988.
163p. paper, f25, $45 (ISBN 0-
946395-3r-4).
Awhile back I reviewed Public Ac-

cess Online Catalogs for the RTSD
Newsletter and at first thought I had
been asked to review yet another com-
pilation of articles on the same topic.
AII right, so I was wrong. Influencing
the System Designerhas a very interest-
ing and different slant from the many
other monographs on OPAC design. It
focuses on what and how we as fibrari-
ans and users ofOPACs are, or are not,
influencing the design and develop-
ment of OPACs, what we need to do to
be more effective, how vendors view
our roles, and where research belongs
in this scheme of things.

As in any monograph of this fype,
there are always a few, if not too many,
"How I Done It Good"-type papers;
however, this one provides its readers,
as it did its audiences in Bath. with sim-
ilar learning experiences, but goes far-
ther to include ideas and recommenda-
tions to ponder.

After sharing with us his experiences
over the years, K. Dowlin concludes
that there are "only four ways to influ-
ence the system designer to any signifi-
cant degree": having them on your
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payroll; sending out an RFP (Request
for Proposal) to acquire a new system
and making demands at that point; re-
questing enhancements to the existing
system either individually or via a user
group; or a combination of all three.
Dowlin's ideas seem to permeate the
other papers, but with varying perspec-
tives. P. Brophy, for example, ex-
pounds upon the idea and suggests
ways to improve the current, less-than-
acceptable situation, while M. Hitch-
cock feels there is some limit to the po-
tential influence due to limitations in
technology, capital, and desirability of
certain enhancements. From the ven-
dor side. R. Heseltine from CLSI com-
ments on the undeniable "entangle-
ment" between vendor and customer.
He notes how the customer drives the
development efforts and accentuates
the need for the vendor and user to
work together in a competitive and
ever-changing environment. J.
Fletcher, a purchaser of that same sys-
tem, remarks how important that same
entanglement can be to the vendor in
that a satisfied customer can mean
many subsequent sales of that product
since there is no better salesman than a
happy customer. J. Bushaway de-
scribes the role ofthe user group based
on his experiences in ttre U.K. URICA
User Group and explores how user
groups can become a more effective
and influential body. D. Aarons, repre-
senting the designers of the URICA
system, agrees with the importance of
such a group, and considers the users'
suggestions as oppornrnities to better
develop the product rather thanjust as
inconvenient problems to be solved.

M. Givens provides examples of the
many visible effects of the research
performed under funding provided by
the BLRDD (British Library and Re-
search and Development Department).
M. Dillon, on the other hand, presents
some of the difficulties in using such re-
search to influence the system de-
signer, specifically in the area of func-
tionality and interface.

Also presented at the conference
were some interesting papers on the
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European and Australian state-of-the-
OPAC and how they regard the rela-
tionship between user and designer.
Actually, all of the papers were inter-
esting and the work does include two
indexes, one topical, the other by sys-
tem.

Recommendation: If the other two
conference proceedings are already in
your collection, I would definitely add
this one. Ifyour library does not have
the others, this is still a good one to
have since it is the only treatise this re-
viewer could find on this aspect of sys-
tem design. It is also recommended to
those who use or design systems for it
provides some insight and recommen-
dations for influencing the system de-
signer and from both sides of the battle
zone. a zone which need not exist if co-
operation is accepted as the key factor
in achieving growth and development
of any system.-Rosanna M. O'Neil,
OCLC, Inc., Dublin, Ohio.

CDMARC Subiects. Washington,
D.C.: Cataloging Distribution Ser-
vice, Library of Congress, 1988.
CD-ROM with reference manual (1
v., looseleaf) and 2 diskettes. $300
(includes 3 cumulated discs in
1988).
Library of Congress's latest subject

cataloging aid , CDMARC Subiects, is a
useful tool in an attractive package.
Physically, the package includes a CD-
ROM disk. two installation diskettes, a
quick reference card for special key
functions, and a manual in a three-ring
binder. When mounted on a CD-ROM
drive and an IBM PC, XT, AT, or PC
compatible with 640K of RAM and
DOS 3.1 or higher, the visual dimen-
sionof CDMARC Subjects is revealed:
colorful screens. windows within win-
dows, and (with the addition of a Her-
cules graphics card and a Hewlett-
Packard Laser Jet printer) the ability to
display andprintthe full ALA extended
character set. Records can also be cop-
ied to diskettes or ' 'exported" to a local
system in full USMARC communica-
tions format.

Functionally, tle new Product has

scription. The records are in MARC
format. and are indexed and searchable
in a variety of ways: as exact terms or in
browsable lists; with subdivisions or
without; by keywords; and through the
use ofBoolean operators. A keyword
search while in "browse" mode yields

ture for catalogers hunting for an ap-
propriate subject heading, or for refer-
ence librarians attempting to identiff
subject headings matching a user's in-
terests.

At the same time, the varietY of oP-
tions offered by CDMARC Subieas and
the useful but minimal presentation of
on-screen prompts make the system
less than usei friendly for the public,

proiects at LC.^ 
The disadvantages of CDMARC Sub-

jeus tetdto be minor. The inst'llation
instructions are sketchy and inade-
quate. Small arrows indicating the
presence of additional information off-
screen are sometimes deceptive. The
stopword list referred to in the manual
wai nowhere to be found. Reference
records (i.e., records for nones-
tablished headings created for complex
reference purposes only, such as "De-
sign and construction") aPPear in
search mode as index entries, but can-
not then be displayed as frtll records
(whereas in browse mode, theY can).
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The Cambridge Encyclopedia of India, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bhutan and the Maldives
Francis Robinson, editor
'A compendium of social science and humanistic information on South Asia pre-
sented in an intelligent and beaudfully illustrated volume. The book is organized into
major divisions of land, peoples, hisrory, economics, religions, society, and culture.
Robinson brilliantly coordinates the contributions of 70 Indic authorities from India,
the United Kingdom, and the United States. . . This reference tool is the best single-
volume treatment of South Asial' - Library Journal
0-t21-334t1-9 $49.50 Hardcooer

Literature in America
An lllustrated Histort
Peter Conn
The entire span of American literature, from the early seventeenth century to the late
1980's, is recorded in this volume. It summarizes the achievements of novelists, poer,
playwrights, and prose writers who constitute the foundation of America's literary
heritage. Thoreau, Whitman, and Emily Dickinson, as well as such contemporaries
as Norman Mailer and Toni Morrison are placed in rheir literary, historical, and
cultural context. Chronological tables, an annotated guide to {urther reading, and
almost 200 halftones and color olates are included.
0-521-30373-7 $29.95 Hardcover

Chambers-Cambridge . . .

Chambers Biology Dictionary
Peter M.B. Valher editor
Contains 10,000 definitions, including over 3000 in zoology, 2500 in botany, 1200 in
biochemistry, molecular biology and genetics. Over one hundred special articles,
with many illustrations, supply fuller treatments of important and difficult subiects.
1-8t296-1t2-X about$34.50 Hardcover
1-85295-153-8 about $14.95 Paper

Chambers Concise Dictionary of Scientists
Ian Millar Margaret Millat D. Mitkr and!. Milka editors
Includes over one thousand concise and accessible biographies of the great men
and women of science - their life histories, greatest discoveries, and their legacies
today. These profiles span the centuries, from early civilization to the present day;
and represent all spheres of scientific endeavor: physical, life, earth and space science.
The chronological appendix and comprehensive index makes cross-referencing easy
and rewarding.
1-8t295-354-9 about$2995 Hardcooer

For further information, please call Joan Schwartz ar1-800-227-4512. In New York
and Canada, call collect'1,-212-688-8888.
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Perhaps the most awkward feature of
the new system is the display of nar-
rower term "see also" references.
These are displayed only in the
thesaurus-image screen format, and are
compiled when requested ftom occur-
rences ofthe heading as a broader term
see also reference in other records.
Consequently, response time drops.

This last point has broader ramifica-
tions, given that the guide to LC subject
headings appended to the CDMARC
Subjeas manual appears to assure the
reader that broader and narrower term
data are stored reciprocally on records
so related (p.70). In LC's MARC au-
thorities, this simply is not true. Not
that such reciprocal data storage is nec-
essary; indeed, the alternative offered
here, aside from the time delay, is
fairly elegant. However, a more accu-
rate accountofhow LC MARC data are
actually structured and manipulated
would better serve users unfamiliar
with the changes MARC has wrought
on traditional authoritv records.

In conclusion, CDMARC Subjects is
a valuable tool for librarians, using the
sophisticated indexing capabilities of
CD-ROM to access LC subject head-
ings in powerful new ways. At a price
comparable to that for LC's printed
products, it should be an attractive al-
ternative for libraries with the techno-
logical means to support it.-Stephen
Hearn, University of Minnesota, Min-
neapolis.

Public Access to Government Infor-
mation : Issues, Trends, Strategies.
2ded.By Peter Hernon and Charles
R. McClure. Information Manage-
ment, Policy, and Services [series].
Norwood, N.J.: Ablex, 1988.524p.
$60 (ISBN O-8939r-s22-x); $29.95
paper (ISBN 0-89391-523-8). LC
88-19249.
The first edition of this book, pub-

lished in 1984, was well received by the
library community. The second edi-
tion. which follows the same outline
with revisions and updating, is also a
"must" acquisition for government
publications professionals.
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This new edition includes the same
basic analysis of topics relating to ac-
cessing government publications-
physical facilities, processing, bibtio-
graphic control, collection develop-
ment, and resource sharing, but avoids
the agency by agency description of
publications common to most introduc-
tions to government publications. The
unique character of Hernon and Mc-
Clure's approach is their emphasis on
policy issues affecting access to gov-
ernment information.

For example, the authors have added
a new chapter to this edition entitled
"Federal lnformation Policies,"
which explains the interrelationships
and impact of federal information poli-
cies (especially those of the Reagan ad-
ministration) on the availability of gov-
ernment publications. The chapter is
organized around seven broad access
policy issues identified by the authors
as significant: federal organization for
information policies; relationships be-
tween the federal government and other
stakeholders in the information sector:
information technology ; the economics
of government information; public ac-
cess and availability to government in-
formation; freedom of information and
privacy; and secrecy and protection.
Within each broad issue questions (any
of which could be an individual re-
search topic) are raised and various po-
sitions analyzed.

A key component in access to gov-
ernment publications is the depository
library program. The authors contend
that the program "as presently struc-
tured, poody supports the dissemina-
tion needs of government agencies nor
does it adequately encourage increased
access to government information
sources." They recommend restruc-
turing the program but, in a deparnrre
from the 1984 edition of the book, now
endorse a less radical reorganization by
keeping the depository program in the
Government Printing Offrce instead of
replacing it with another agency. More
importantly, their recommended re-
structuring would establish a network
of federal libraries, high appellate
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court libraries, and regional libraries in
addition to selective depositories and
collections in research libraries and in-
formation resource centers.

The structure would require that net-
work members be fiscally accountable
and meet pre-established performance
measure targets in return for govern-
ment subsidies and support. The au-
thors would like to see additional re-
search studies addressing all phases of
depository library program operations
anil offer theoretical frameworks for
additional research.

The first three chapters of this book
form a comprehensive analysis of fed-
eral information policy issues. Hernon
and McClure not onlY highlight the
problems involved in accessing gov-
ernment information but also make rec-
ommendations for action, encouraging

ment Publications (Libraries Unlim-
ited, 1986) or the more recentTapping
the Goverumcnt Grapevine: the User'
Fiendlv Guide to U.S. Government In-
formaion Sources (Oryx Press, 1988),
would be all that a library or librarian

sey-

Changing TechnologY : OPPortunitY
and Challenge. Ed. bY AlPhonse
Trezza. A conference sPonsored bY
the Florida State University School
of Library and Information Studies
and the Center for Professional De-
velopment and Public Service. Bos-
ton: G.K. Hall, 1989. l l lP. PaPer,
s22.50 (ISBN 0-8161-1900-7). LC
88-2M9t.
This collection ofpapers presented at

FSU's March 1987 conference is aPflY
titled: the authors see myriad opportu-
nities and challenges in today's rapidly
changing library automation environ-

ment. Introduced bY Will iam J.

srouDinqs:- pait t. "Centraludand Distributed
Databases: Is the Balance Tilting?" is
the most connected of the three. The

tdy integrated library systems.
The co-nnections in Part 2, address-

ine "Tradition, TechnologY, and the
RJference Function," are more tenu-
ous. Tina Roose's description of the
pitfalls associated with melding online
database searching into a traditional
reference service is excellentbut seems
oddly juxtaPosed next to Karen
Ittarliey's disCussion of the need to in-
clude machine-readable Library of

researchers, and Kathleen Prend-
erqast's examination of the challenges
OFeCs pose for reference staffing.

In Pari 3, "The Library Catalog, Au-
tomated Systems, and Human Interac-
tion." the papers are united by their
dealing provoiatively with technology.
Michael K. Buckland argues that with
the achievement of local online systems
the library catalog as a separate entity
need no longer exist, becoming instead
"a subset oT much broader set of data
elements." Richard Boss echoes this
realization in his call for frrlly develop-
ing integrated library systems as patron
raiher ihan staff tools. WaYne A.
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Wiegand closes by pointing out that for
all the progress we have made in being
able to store and retrieve information
"each human being determines for him
or herself what information will be
turned into knowledge. "

An outrageous price ($22.50 for an
lll-page paperback makes it an un-
likely personal purchase) and numer-
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ous typographical errors are the only
blemishes on this otherwise excellent
and attractively presented volume. It is
particularly appropriate for public and
academic libraries that support well-
rounded professional reading col-
lections.-Riclwrd P. Jasper, Emory
University, At lanta, Geor gia.
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Budgets, Library: 198-99 (r)
Burdick, Amrite J.: 36'l -73
Buxtin, David T : 96 (r)

C

Callahan, Patrick F.: 195-96 (r)
Cargill, Jennifer : 2O2-3 (r)
Caron, Herbert: 425 Qtort.)
Carrigan, Dennis P.: 421-23
Cataloging: 304-5 (r)

Study and teaching: 374-81
"Cataloging and Classifrcation Section annual

rcport" 62-63
Catalogs, Online: 344-57; 88-89 (r);432-34

(r)
"Challenges for serials automation" 166-71
Chan, Lois Mai: 66-68; 421-23:' (about);421

Qtort.)
Children

Library services : 393-99



Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences,
Scitech Documentation and Information
Center:272-74

Chinese materials
Cataloging, Online: 140-51

Circulation control: 33 l -34

Bibliography: 333-34
Classification: 308-9 (r)
Classification, Dewey: 66-68; 186-91 (r)
Cochrane. Pauline A.: 70-71
Coe, D. Whitney : 7O @ort.)
Cof f ection development: 15-28; 29-36; 205-6

(r);43r-32 (r)
Personnel: 153-60

"Collection development officer, a reality
check" 153-60

' 'Condition survey of the United States History ,
Local History, and Genealogy Collection
of the New York Public Library" 274-81

Copvrisht: 319 (r)
"iouniit of Regional Groups annual report''

63
Crawford, Walt: 314-16 (r)
Crismond, Linda: 320 (about; port)
Curran, Charles: 281-83

D

Davis, Susan: 227-39;8 (c)
DeCandido, Robert: 274-81
"Decimal Classification Editorial Policy

Committee annual report, July l,
1987-June 30, 1988" 66-68

Descriptive cataloging: 258-70; 179-81 (r);
191 (r)

Bibliography: 267-7O
Library ofCongress: 197-98 (r)

Desktop publishing
Product reviews: 79-83

"Dewey decimal classification, 20th edition"
186-91

Disaster preparedness plans: 88 (r)
Dodson, Suzanne Cates: 248-57

E

"An editor's new year's resolutions" 5
"An educational challenge: teaching cataloging

and classification" 37 4-81
Epple, Margie: 92-93 (r);43'7-38 (r)
"Esther J. Piercy Award, 1988" 70-71
"Esther J. Piercy Award, L989" 420-21
Evaluation of library services: 202 (r)
Expert systems: 317-18 (r)

G

Gamal, Sandra Hodges: 102 (c)
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Gapen, D. Kaye: 285-96
Genealogy materials

New York: 274-81
Gleim, David: 316-17 (r)
Gorman, Michael: l8l-86; 8 (c)
Government publications: 92-93 (r) ; 192-93

(r); 437-38 (r)
Graham, Crystal: 328 (c)

H

Hanscom, Martha: 88 (r); 199-200 (r)
"Hardware consideration for automated serials

systems" 56-59
Harrii, Carolyn '. 429-3O; 42O (pon.)
Health sciences materials

Collection development: 367-73
Hearn, Stephen: 434-37 (r)
Hebraic materials

Cauloging: 89-90 (r)
Heitshu, Sara: 200-201 (r)
Hensley, Charlotta C.: 77-78;77 (port.);

9l-92 (r);318-19 (r)
Hepfer, Will: 55; 165
Hewitt, Joe A.: lO5-22; 75-76 (about); 75

(port.); l9l-92 (r)
"High-tech shopping for serials automation"

55-59:165-72
Hill, Janet Swan: 258-70; 8-9 (c);422 @on.)
Holtey, Robert P . : 62-63 ;'1 2 (p o rt.) ; 2O7 -8 (r)
Horny, Karen L.: 194-95 (r)
Horrocks, Norman: 10 (c)

I

Indexins: 204 (r)
Informaiion r"iencest 85-86 (r)
International government publications: 192-93

t r l
Intner, Sheila S.: 8 (c); 422 (Pon.)

Dewey decimal classifrcation, 20th edition:
186-91

A journey of a thousand rniles begins with the
ftrst steo: 325-26

New Yearts resolutions: 5
A rose is a rose is a rose: 101

Ivey, Robert T.: 88-89 (r)

J

Japanese materials
Cataloging. Online: 140-5t

Jasper, Richard P.: 87 (r);438-41 (r)
Jenlcins. Fred W.: 431-32
Johnson. Peeev: 153-60
Johnson. Riifiird D.: 85-96; 179-2O8; 3O3-20:

431-41; lO2 (c);32O (r)
Jones, Ed: 196-97 (r)
"A journey of a thousand miles begins with the

first step" 325-26

K

Koger, Ellen: 308-9 (r)
Korean materials

Cataloging, Online: 140-51
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Kovacs, Beatrice: 374-81
Kranz, Jack: 358-65

L

Lagasse, Carol: 199 (r)
Lanier, Don: 193-94 (r)
Laning, Melissa A.: 86-87 (r); 197-98 (r)
Law libraries

Futurics: 206-7(r\
Irgal materials

Cataloging: 303-5 (r)
Lehman, Thomas: 2O6-7 (r)
l,eonardi, Catherine: 191 (r)
Librarians

Ethics: 193-94 (r)
Library materials

Conditions surveys: 274-81
Library networks: 123-33; 3 18- 19 (r)
Library science: 204-5 (r)

Futurics: 2O3-4 (r)
Linked Systems Project: 191-92 (r)
Linkins, Germaine C:202 (r)
"The literature of description and cataloging,

1988" 258-70
"The literature of online public access catalogs,

1980-85" 344-57
Local history materials

New York:274-81
Longstreth, Karl E. : 217 -26
Longstreth, Karl: 306 (r)
Lynch, Clifford A.: 306-8 (r)
Lynden, Frederick C.: 425-26 (about);425

.Qott.)

M

"Margaret Mann Citation, 1988" 72-74
"The Margaret Mann Citation, 1989" 421-23
Markey, Karen: 37-53; 7O-71 (about);lO

(port.)
Matthews, Elizabeth W.: 303-4 (r)
Maxwell, Margaret F.: 179-81 (r)
McCombs, Gillian M.: 2O4-5 (r\
McKern, Debra: 160-63
Merrill-Oldham, I an: 17 3 -7 4
Merriman, John B.: 423-25 (about);424

(pon.)
Microcomputers

Library use: 96 (r); 316 (r)
Microforms: 299-302
Miller-Mclrvine. Rian: 166-? I
Muller. Karen: 213-14

N

NCIP, see North American Collections
Inventory Project

"Networks and school library media centers"
r23-33

"New Year's resolutions" 5
New York Public Library. United States

History, Local History, and Genealogy
Colleccion: 274-87

Newspapers: 195-96 (r)
Nitecki, Joseph Z.:9O-91 (r)
Noguchi, SachiC: 140-51

Nonbook materials
Cataloging: 335-43
Cataloging-Bibl iography : 34043
Dictionaries : 2Ol -2 (r)

North American Collections Inventorv
Project: 15-28

"The North American Collections Inventorv
Project" 15-28

"Notes on research and operations" 153-ffi;
272-83;414-19

o

OCLC: 140-51
Olson, Nancy B.: 335-43
"On the nature of acquisitions" 105-22
O'Neill, Rosanna M.: 432-34
Osborn, Charles B.: 2O34 (r)

P

Palmer, Judith Lee: 205-6 (r)
Pan, Shuchun:272-74
Parker, Elisabeth B.: 420-21
"A partial list ofreferees" 12-13
Percelli, Irene M. : 424 @on.1
Photocopiers: 160-63 : 297 -3O2
Piccolo, Cecilia: 79-83; 17 5-78; 297 -302
Potter, William Gray: 85-86 (r)
Preservation of library materials: 217-26;

27 4-81; 414-19; 93-95 (r); 95-96 (r):
r99-2N (r);306 (r)

Bibliography: 220-26
Product reviews : 297 -302

"The preservation oflibrary materials in
1988" 217-26

"Preservation of Library Materials Section:
anntalreport" 173-74

Public libraries
Futurics:206-7 (r)

"Public-use copiers in library services"
160-63

Publishers and publishing: 79-83
Library science: 202-3 (r)

R

Rast, Elaine K.:423-25
Rather, LuciaJ.:72-74
Reed-Scott, Jutta: 15-28
Reid, Marion T. : 611'70 (port.)
Reidelbach, John: 425-26; 425 @on.)
Reproduction of library materials: 248-57

Bibliography: 253-57
Product reviews : 297 -302

"The reproduction oflibrary materials: 1988 in
review" 248-57

"Reproduction of Library Materials Section
annual report" 64-65

Resources and Technical Services
Dvision: 6l; 62-63; 64-65; 65-66; 101;
172-73; 173-74; 429-30

"Resources & technical services news" 79-83;
r75-78;297-302

"Resources Section-Blackwell North America
Scholarship Award, 1988" 75-76

"Resources Section; anntal report" 172-7 3



Richmond, Phyllis A.: 312-14 (r)
RLIN: 140-51
"RLIN CJK versus OCLC CJK" 140-51
"RTSD annual repoft" 6l;429-30
Rush, James E.: 56-59

s
Saunders, Laverna M.: 198-99 (r)
Schenk, William Z.: 172-73;75 @ort.)
School libraries: 123-33
Schubert, Irene L.: 7 (c)
Schwartz, Candy: 317-18 (r)
' 'science and technology approval plans

comoarcd" 382-92
' ' Science- Citation Index data as a safety net for

basic science books considered for
weeolne Jo/- /J

Science matErials
Acquisition: 382*92
China:272-74

"The secret page" 281-83
Sellberg, Roianne: 426-27 (about);427 @ort)
Serial publications: 227 -39

Bibliography: 235-39
Chita'.272-74
Selection: 305-6 (r)

Serials control systems: 196-97 (r);305-6 (r)
Automation: 56-59; 166-?l

"serials Section annual report" 65-66
"serials Section Bowker/Ulrich's Serials

Libtarianship Award, 1988" 77-78
"Serials services in the Scitech Documentation

and Information Center of the Chinese
Academy of Agricultural Sciences"
272-74

"Shall we throw out the technical services-and
then what?" 284-96

Shipman, John: 75-6 (about);75 (port.)
Siegel, Ira: 77 @ort.)
Somers, Sally: 75 (port.)
St. Clair, Gloriana'. 382-92
Statistical analysis

Computer software: 316-17 (r)
Stephens, Dennis: 7-8 (c)
"subiect access literature, 1988" 240-47
Subjeit catatogi ng: 4Cf.-412

Bibliography: 240-47
Subject headings, Library of Congress: 86-87

(r'l:434-37 (r)
Authority records: 37 -53 ; 312-14 (r)
Form subdivisions'. 134-39
References: 37-53

Swanson, Edward: 335-43 ; 443-47
Swartzell, Ann: 93-95 (r);95-96 (r)
Swora, Tamara: 64-65

T

Tamblyn, Eldon W.: 204 (r)
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"The teaching of cataloging in U.S. library
schools'ilSellberg; Jan. 1988): 7-8 (c)

Technical services: 284-85 ; 285-96
Technology materials

Acquisition: 382-92
China:272-74

Tovama, Rvoko: 331-34
"Transition and change: technical services at

the center" 285-96
Treadwell, J ane: 382-93
Tucker, Ben R.: 72-74 (about);72 @ort.)

U

"Untraced references in the machine-readable
Library of Congress subject headings"
37-53

v

Van Orden. Phvllis J.: 123-33
Vandererift. Kiv E.: 393-99
Vizine-boetz, Diane: 3?-53

w

Wadsworth, Robert Woodman: 3@ -12 (r)
Walker, Gay:414-19
Walsdorf, Iohn'. 425 (port.)
Wans. Vicky: 304-5 (r)
Web6r. Lisa B.: 420-21 (abour)',42O(port.)
Weedine: 367-73
Wei, Ka-ren T.: 140-51
Weihs, Jean: 201-2 (r)
Weintraub, D. Kathryn: 284-85
Welsch, Erwin K.: 28-36
Widera, Michele A.: 192-93 (r)
Wilkes, Adeline W.: 123-33
Wolner, Theresa J. : 24O-47
Women

Subject headings: 86-87 (r)
Woodv, Janet: 316 (r)
"Writing technical specifications for database

authorization" 358-65

Y

"The year's work in circulation control, 1988"
331-33

"The year's work in descriptive cataloging and
.  .  . "  (Hi l l ;  July 1988):  8 (c) :8-9 (c)

"The year's work in nonbook processing,
1988" 335-43

"The year's work in serials, 1988" 227-39
"You never outgrow your need for learning"

213-14
Younger, Jennifer: 63
Youth

Library services : 393 -99
Yuster, Leigh: 77 (port.);424 @ort.)



Jtatilrk
Acquisitions Management and Collection
Development in Libraries, 2nd edition
Rosemary Magrill and John Corbin
$27.50c1. 294p. 0-8389-0513-7 September 1989

The first edition of this popular texl was described by
College and Research Libraries as "an excellent work
from nearly every angle. . . Magrill and Hickey leave no
stone unturned in describing and reviewing the ways in
which this aspect of library work can be managed."

Collection Management:
Background and Principles
William A. Wortman
$25.00pbk. Approx. 200p. 0-8389-0515-3
September 1989

An in-depth look at a complex area of library manage-
ment. Author William Wortman provides an integrated
discussion of all aspects of collection management:
essential principles, basic practices, and the service
philosophy which guides it.

Buying Books for Libraries
Liz Chapman
$17.50c1. 142p. ALAordercode 8428-9 1989
Defines for library students and beginning profession-
als the basic procedures used by library acquisitions
departments to purchase monographs from main-
stream publishers. Published by Clive Bingley, Ltd., an
imprint of the Library Association of the U.K., and
distributed in the U.S. by ALA.

ALA Books
50 East Huron Street
Chicago, lllinois 6061 1

NEW FROM



You are a part of a profession that combines a sometimes puzzling variety of responsibili-
ties. Acquisitions, automation, cataloging, classitication, materials selection, manage-
ment, preservalion, reproduction are a//parts of the field of library collection management
and technical services! How do you fit all these pieces together?

The Association lor Library Collections & Technical Services (ALCTS) will show you how.
ALCTS (formerly the Resources and Technical Services Division) is the largest organiza-
tion dedicated to meeting the professional needs of collection management and technica
services librarians. Through membership in ALCTS, you can have the resources to fit
together all the responsibilities and interests ol your profession.

ALCTS provides members with the following benefits:

- . Five ALCTS sections: Cataloging and Classification, Preservation of Library
Materials, Reproduction of Library Materials, Resources, and Serials

Committees and discussion groups

Continuing education opportunities
Connection with ALA Headouarters Staff
Professional periodicals-at no additional charge
Discounts on all ALA and ALCTS publications as well as special
prices on enrollment in ALCTS seminars and programs.

You don't need to be puzzled any longer! Let ALCTS help you
pick up the pieces.

Contact ALCTS Headquarters today.
In the United States, call tollJree 1-800-545-2433 (in lllinois, 1-800-545-2444;
in Canada, 1 -800-545-2455).

Or write to ALCTS Headquarters, American Library Association,
50 East Huron Street, Chicago, lL 6061 1
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Comprchenslve. spanning the
time oeriods from classical to
modern (1 920)' encomPassing
most nationalities (in English
translations), including all genres,
and containing all major dramatists
plus many minor playwrights who
made significant individual contri-
butions to the literature, this
unique collection provides a basic,
affordable fou ndation anthology
for even the smallest library. The
comolete dramatic works of several
seminal plavwrights, including
Shakespeare, lbsen, and Moliere,
are contained in this work.

FlcheBook Jarmat. All the f iche
in this collection are mounted on
panels contained in customized,
imprinted loose-leaf binders. The
fiche are introduced by over 100
pages of print indexes, including
author, title, time period, national-
iW, genre, topics, and characters.
thus providing immediate and in-
valuable access to the fiche. Since
the orint indexes attd the fiche are
housed together in one book, ease
of use is greatly facilitated and
enhanced. The Index to Characters,
a novel and interesting method of
access, lists over37o0 Personages
in the collection.

coretrlche: wortd's Eest Dramd
9@ plays. C.138flche lsBN 0.81186-9(xn'1
customlzed blnder wlth prlnt lndexes 5999.99
(3899.99 until 12131,/89)
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